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1. BA SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES: Unless otherwise noted, all 
SSR below apply in all CG and non-CG Brevity Assault scenarios.

BA1 DESERT BOARDS: All the HASL Maps and Overlays supplied 
with Brevity Assault are respectively Desert Boards (F.1) and Desert 
Overlays (F12). The provisions of F.2A are applied to levels 3 to 9 in 
Halfaya North, Halfaya South and Sollum Maps [EXC: Level 9 hexes 
only when are being entered from a lower, non-wadi level].

BA2 BUILDINGS 1: Each building is considered to be Single Story 
made of stone costruction (B23.3) and to have a rooftop [EXC: building 
in hex U17 in Sollum Map is wooden and does not have a rooftop; 
buildings in Halfaya South Map (AA16) and in overlay X2 do not have 
rooftops]  treated as B23.8 with the following exceptions:

• Units on a rooftop receive a +1 TEM vs. Direct Fire which is cumula-
tive with Height Advantage and 0 TEM vs. Indirect Fire.

• Building GG13 in Sollum Map with a large black 
and white center dot (sssss), is Single-hex Two-story 
(B31.3) with a rooftop Location.

• Building hex T26 in Sollum Map (Single Story) and 
Building hex in Fort Capuzzo Overlay (Single-hex 
Two-story) with a black diamond around the white 
center dot (sssss), have a Penthouse Location treated 
exactly as a Steeple (B31.2). 

BA3 WELL: A Well (EX: Sollum Map FF8 hex) is an 
Half-Level obstacle to same-level LOS (A6.21) unless the Well 
is part of the viewing/target hex. No additional TEM is provided 

by a Well. A Well does not affect any movement.

BA4 SAND DUNES: All the Sand Dunes are Low type (F7.5).

BA5 SCRUBS 2: If the target is in a scrub hex or is adjacent to a same 
base level scrub hex, and the LOF is traced from a same base level hex 
through  another same base level scrub hex, FFMO is denied. 

BA6 OBA: Battery Access in non-CG scenario is never lost permanent-
ly due to drawing two red chits (C1.21). If a red chit is drawn in a 
non-CG scenario, when attempting Battery Access, the red chit is 
returned to the Draw Pile and an additional red chit is added. 

BA7 ITALIAN 1ST LINE INFANTRY 3: Italian 1st line MMCs have 
their printed broken Morale Level increased by one.

BA8 BERSAGLIERI 4: All Italian Operational Forces with the 

amaranth double-tailed military badge on their counters, or 
all Italian scenario forces with the word “Bersaglieri” inside 
their name, are Bersaglieri units. Bersaglieri ASL elite 

squads 4-4-7 (HS 2-4-7) ELR to 3-4-7 1st line squads (HS 1-3-7), and 
Bersaglieri 3-3-6 conscript squads (HS 1-2-6) Battle Harden to 3-4-7 
squads (HS 1-3-7).  Bersaglieri 3-3-6 squads and 1-2-6 halfsquads are 
treated as Green rather than Coscripts. 

BA9 12° BATTAGLIONE BERSAGLIERI (COLONNA MONTE-
MURRO) 5: ASL units of 12th Bersaglieri Battalion (i.e. units belonging to 
Bersaglieri with "XII" inside their name) have special features in some 
cases. Those features are active either by SSR or in automatic when such 
Operational Force is in SETUP mode at start of the CG as long as it does 
not change its state (4.21).  In these cases the following features apply for 
Infantry units of the 12th Bersaglieri Battalion:

1. each elite MMC has its printed broken Morale Level increased by one. 
2. Eligible Infantry units receive a -1 DRM for their HOB DR (A15.0) and 
a -1 drm for their Field Promotion dr (A18.2). 
3. Leaders may add their Leadership DRM to Deliberate Immobilization 
(C5.71) attempts made by Italian Ordnances manned by Italian infantry 
crews. Furthermore, Leaders may be setup HIP at scenario start, if stacked 
with a HIP Gun. 
4. If an Italian AT Gun manned by an Italian infantry crew has a -2 
Acquired Case N counter on a British AFV, a -1 To Hit DRM applies for 
Deliberate Immobilization (C5.71) purposes on that AFV, not cumulative 
with case M.

BA10  LEADERS: The maximum rank of a leader in BA is a 9-1. Any 
leader that Battle Hardens above a 9-1, becomes a fanatic instead.

BA11 GERMAN MG 6: All German non-vehicular MGs have a B#=11. 

BA12 BREN MMG 7: Bren MMGs have a 
firepower of 3 and a normal range of 10. They cost 
3PP to portage. This MMG can be dismantled and 
when in that state is represented by a 2-7, 2PP 

counter which can be used as an LMG in the exact manner of a German dm 
MMG or HMG. The Bren MMG may be used for anti-aircraft fire. When 
used in this manner the Bren MMG follows the rules in E7.51. Fire against 
ground units is halved when marked with an AA mode marker. If dm, the 
SW is not capable of AA fire.

BA13 ALLIED TROOPS: The rules for Allied Troops (A10.7), do not 
apply to German and Italian units. Captured use penalties apply whenever 
Germans and Italians use each other's Equipment (included Radios/Field 
Phones). German and Italian leaders cannot rally or direct/modify the 
other's units. Germans and Italians cannot be Spotters for each other's 
Mortars and cannot be Observer for each other's OBA . Mixed FG of 
Italian and German MMC and/or Heroes are permitted. Heroic DRM 
(A15.24) may be applied in FG with both nationalities. 

BA14 S 6/XII/8: Italian “Cannone da 105/28” Gun in “S 
6/XII/8” Italian Operational Force, as well as in “BA1  
GOOD MORNING AT HALFAYA” scenario, suffers of 
Ammunition Shortages (A19.131; D3.71). There is no 
further effect in case of Operational Ammo Shortage 

(4.62).

BA15 KINDLING ATTEMPTS: Kindling attempts (B25.11) are NA.

BA16 CARRIERS CREWS:  Carriers inherent crews are 2-4-8 HS.

BA17 UNARMED/UNARMORED VEHICLES: Each unarmed and 
unarmored vehicle without Passengers and/or towed Gun is immediately 
treated as a Recalled AFV (D5.341) [EXC: it is considered retained, not 
eliminated for this occurrence, for Campaign Games purpose, so it may be 
used in a Withdrawal (4.65) at the end of the same scenario and in 
subsequent Operational Turns / ASL scenarios].

BA18 ENGINEERS / DC CHECK: Specific game pieces are 
provided for a new class of German Assault Engineers 
(H1.22). Those squads/HS are treated as having their morale 
underscored, an ELR of 5 and Sappers capabilities. Each Good 

Order unpinned not-CX Assault Engineer squad (not HS) can try to check 
for availability of a DC (A23.), in addition to those provided in the OB by 
making a DC Check dr (Δ) = 1.  If the DC Check dr is a 6, the unit is 
pinned. If a unit’s DC Check dr fails, that DC Check constitutes use of a 
SW.  A DC Check dr can be made only during a friendly fire phase (includ-
ing a Defensive First Fire opportunity during an enemy MPh, excluding 
Subsequent First Fire or FPF). DC Check dr cannot be made if  friendly 
DCs ≥ friendly Good Order Assault Engineer squads (not squad-equiva-
lents) in play.

Specific game pieces are provided for British Pioneers 8. This 
second line squad has a SMOKE Placement Exponent of four 
but it isn’t an Assault Engineer squad (H1.22). If it is Battle 
Hardened it becomes Fanatic and if it deploys or it is reduced 

to a green squad, it becomes a normal Infantry unit loosing definitively the 
enhanced smoke capabilities. 
Both German Assault Engineers and British Pioneers squads may be 
represented  by normal 4-6-8 / 4-4-7 squad counters (and by their HS), side 
recording their special conditions, for a better Fog of War.

BA19 CREST LINE BORDERS: Darker Crest Line borders are depicted 
in the Sollum, Halfaya North and Halfaya South  Maps, for better playabil-
ity. Crest Line borders are always entirely part of the higher level.

BA20 ELR: Each nationality uses the ELR assigned by the following 
chart for each type of unit in its OB. In the event of a Massacre, the ELR 
of all enemy units in that scenario (and in all scenarios that are the continu-
ation of it) is increased by one (once only) to a maximum of 6. The applica-
tion of all the penalties of A20.3. is NA. Half-squads have the same ELR 
as their corresponding squad.

BA21 OFF-MAP TERRAIN & ROADS: Any road/track exiting a map 
edge is considered for the purposes of A2.51 to extend beyond that map 
edge either along the same lettered hexrow if the board is butted length-
wise or in hexes of the same coordinate if the board is butted widthwise, as 
that edge hex (depending on the configuration of the map’s hex grid). The 
off-map road/track is considered to be the same type (i.e. paved or dirt) as 
the on-map road/track hex it connects to. 

BA22 OB-DESIGNATED “?” PLACEMENT: In the scenarios where a 

side enter from offboard, for purposes only of  OB-designated “?” 
placement, all Locations outside the LOS from all possible entry hexes are 
considered as Concealment Terrain (A12.12). 

BA23 SOLLUM BEACHES: In Sollum  Map, each Level 0  hex adjacent 
to an Ocean hex is instead  a Slightly Sloped Beach (G13.21) and  a stone 
Pier (G13.7) exists in hexes HH14 and HH15.

BA24 TERRAIN CHANGES: Each alteration of printed terrain that 
occurs during a CG scenario is permanent, barring subsequent 
Clearance/removal (as applicable).

BA25 BOFORS GUNS 9: OQF 40mm AA (Bofors; British 
Ordnance note 21) Gun AP ammos have a TK# of 8.

2. TERRAINS

2.1 WALLS: All rules pertaining to walls (B9) remain the same.

2.11 LOW WALLS 10: All walls on the Halfaya South  
Map (i.e. W26 hex) are treated as Low Walls instead. All 
rules for walls (B9) apply normally, except as amended 
below. 
• A Low Wall is not a LOS Obstacle, it is instead an half 
level +1 LOS Hindrance for each hexside/hexspine 

crossed, if the target is not in the Location formed by that hexside/hexspine 
not . [EXC: Low Wall is an obstacle for LOS to/ from a unit in a same-level 
entrenchment].
• The TEM (B9.3) of a Low Wall is +1 vs Direct Fire and +0 vs Indirect 
Fire.
• Vehicles HD behind a Low Wall (D4.2) is NA.

2.2 HAMMADA: All rules pertaining to Hammada 
(F3) remain the same (i.e. Halfaya North U14 hex).

2.3 SCRUB: All rules pertaining to Scrub (F2) remain 
the same (i.e. Halfaya North V9 hex).

2.4 ROADS: All rules pertaining to roads (B3) remain the same (i.e. paved 
road in Sollum Z23 hex and dirt road in Halfaya South Z22 hex).

2.5 TRACKS: All rules pertaining to tracks (F9) remain 
the same (i.e. Halfaya South L11 hex)

2.6 SLOPE HEXSIDES: All rules pertaining to slope 
hexsides (P2; O3) remain the same (i.e. Halfaya North 
Q34 hex).

2.7 CLIFFS: All rules pertaining to cliffs (B11) remain 
the same (i.e. Halfaya South G2-H2 hexside).

2.8 WADIS: All rules pertaining to wadis (F5) remain the same (i.e. wadi 
in Halfaya North LL31 hex and wadi with cliff in Sollum K20 hex).

2.9 CRAG: All rules pertaining to crag (B17) remain the same (i.e. 
Halfaya North Q5 and N24 hexes).

2.10 SHELLHOLES: All rules pertaining to shellholes 
(B2) remain the same (i.e. Halfaya South M13 hex).

2.11 HILLOCKS: All rules pertaining to hillocks (F6) 
remain the same (i.e. HC overlay). Hillocks are not 
present in any Brevity Assault HASL map.

3. FORT CAPUZZO

3.1 Ridotta Capuzzo (or Forte Capuzzo) was a fortress of the Regio Eserci-
to (Italian Army) in Libya, near the barbed wire fence that ran along the 
Egyptian frontier, built by General Graziani in 1931, to close the rebel 
supply routes from Egypt. The fort changed hands several times during the 
Second World War. The Fort Capuzzo Overlay represents the rubbled 
condition of the building in May 1941.

3.2 White walls detailed with battlements are High Walls, gray walls are 
normal walls. 

3.3 High Walls are 1 level LOS/LOF obstacle treated as RB Factory 
interior walls (O5.3) except as amended below.
• all LOS along/through High Walls are blocked (barring the gaps),
• bypass movement (O5.32) is NA,
• High Walls may be Breached (O5.331) only per B24.11 with a hit of a 
caliber ≥ 150 mm in any of the two adjacent hexes taking in account stone 
construction.
• High Walls cannot cease to exist (O5.34),

• High Walls create Blind Hexes as Bocage (B9.52),
• High Walls give a +1 TEM to Indirect Fire as normal Walls,
• High Walls hexside includes always both vertices.

4. BA CAMPAIGN GAMES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: Brevity Assault Campaign Games offer two or 
more players a series of interrelated scenarios pertaining to the British 
offensive named Operation Brevity in mid-May 1941 along the Libyan/-
Egyptian border. It differs from other ASL Campaign Games, in the 
presence of an Operational level. Basically what you get is a game at 
company/platoon level in which you resolve the combat not with simple 
dice rolls but with ASL scenarios.

4.2 DEFINITIONS: 
BA: Of, or pertaining to, the Brevity Assault Historical ASL Module.
CG: Campaign Game
Equipment: Any SW/Gun/Vehicle that can be part of a UNIT (4.21). Any 
counter that can be Portaged, driven, and/or Manhandled about on the 
map.

4.21 OPERATIONAL FORCES: Each side's Order of Battle is divided 
into separate Operational Forces, defined as "UNIT(s)" in upper case. 
Each UNIT represents an infantry/armored/artillery ground force at 
company/platoon/battery level and is represented by one counter. Each 
counter has two sides which show whether the UNIT is in  setup (”SET-
UP”) or in moving mode (”MOVING”) [EXC: the Tras/7 (4.28) counter 
has only one side since this UNIT may not be in SETUP mode]. To be in 
SETUP mode makes the UNIT to setup first in an ASL scenario, to have 
chance to have dummies/HIP and to be entrenched. On the SETUP side of 
each UNIT’s counter “SETUP” is written on the upper left. On the upper 
left of the MOVING side of the UNIT’s counters there is a letter indicating 
the Moving class (4.42) “N”=Non-Motorized, “T”=Tracked, “S”=Slow 
Tracked, “A”=Armored Cars, “W”=Wheeled, “Wt”=Wheeled w/ Gun 
(”Wt” meaning “wheeled towing Gun”) and “W(t)”=Wheeled (w/ Gun) 
(”wheeled possibly towing Gun”) since these UNITs, in some conditions, 
may carry Guns also without towing them (i.e. en portee). Each counter 
with the company symbol on it ("I") represents an Infantry/Armored/Artil-
lery company/battery sized unit and is defined as a "COY" in upper case.  
Each counter with the platoon symbol on it ("...") represents a smaller size 
Infantry/Armored/Artillery unit and is defined as "PLT" in upper case. No 
UNIT can be split to create two or more new UNITs; nor can two or more 
UNITs be merged to create one new UNIT.  Three PLT UNITs count as a 
COY [EXC: Tras/7 UNIT (4.28) never count for stacking purpose]. Two or 
fewer PLT UNITs count as zero COY

.

4.22 OPERATIONAL MORALE: Each UNIT has a morale level 
(Operational Morale) equal to that of its ASL nationality’s best unbroken 
elite Infantry MMC [EXC: Italian UNITs with the Bersaglieri symbol 
(BA8) have an Operational Morale of 8]. In an Operational Task Check 
(“OTC”), a player must made a DR less than or equal to this number to 
succeed in performing some task. Every time an Operational  stack needs 
to take a OTC DR as a stack, it does so using the worst morale level present 
in the stack. A 1OTC DR is an OTC DR with +1 DRM, a 2OTC DR is an 
OTC DR with a +2 DRM and so on.

4.23 OPERATIONAL MAP: The Operational Map describes the histori-
cal terrain of the border area between Egypt and Libya in May 1941. There 
are 19 white big circles on the map representing relevant locations on the 
battlefield, defined as Main Location(s) or "MLOC(s)" , with the name of 
the site, and connected to other MLOCs by routes represented by lines of 
different colors. There are 6 rectangles defined as the "Staging Areas" 
(Tobruck and Bardia for Axis; A,B,C and D  for the Allies), in which each 
side sets up reinforcement UNITs. Staging Areas may be entered only by 
the side that owns them. The names given to Staging Areas (i.e. Tobruck, 
Bardia...)  define the direction and not the town itself.   
UNITs can be placed/moved also on the locations along the paths, marked 
with small circles. These locations are defined as "Secondary Location(s)" 
or "SLOC(s)". To indicate a specific SLOC the following notation will be 
used: {(a or b)(lesser MLOC's ID or Staging Area) - (greater MLOC's 
ID)}. 

EX: The SLOC between Bir_Hafid_6 and Point_203_11 will be "{6-11}"; 
The SLOCs between Sidi_Azeiz_1 and Gabr_el _Chadem_5 will be 
"{a1-5}" and "{b1-5}"

MLOCs and SLOCs are defined together as "LOCATION(s)", in upper 
case. LOCATIONs and Staging Areas are the only places on Operational 
Map where UNIT counters can be placed.

4.24 OPERATIONAL STRENGTH (DVPs): The ASL 
units of each UNIT in play must be continuously updated 
during play for several kind of events. It is highly recom-
mended that each player keeps a detailed record of his units 
using a copy of his side's ORDER OF BATTLE CHART.  Rule 

F.3 DESERT VP (DVP) is in effect in a Brevity Assault game. For each 
UNIT there are three DVP numbers, as may be seen on the OPERATIONAL 
FORCES CHART. The leftmost number (DVP) is the UNIT’s DVP amount 
at the start of the CG. Trucks and half-tracks that are both unarmored and 
unarmed, as well as sidecars and motorcycles, are not included when 
calculating the DVPs of a UNIT (Such vehicles that do not count for DVP 
are indicated by a blue number for their quantity on the ORDER OF 
BATTLE CHART). The other two numbers are the “MID” value and the 
“MIN” value.  If the total DVPs of a UNIT fall below the MIN value, that 
UNIT is eliminated (i.e. removed from play). If the total DVPs of a UNIT 
fall below the MID value while still being ≥ the MIN value, the UNIT 
becomes  Reduced and a "REDUCED" counter is placed on it to mark its 
status. Each Reduced UNIT must take an OTC at the end of each ASL 

scenario or Alternative Combat Resolution (4.7) or, if the UNIT has not 
been in combat,at the end of Operational Combat Phase. A UNIT that fails 
this OTC is eliminated; the following cumulative DRMs apply:

1= if there are ≥ 2 Reduced PLT UNITs in a COY-equivalent then it is 
considered “Reduced” for this purpose.

A UNIT can also become Reduced by particular events outside of an ASL 
scenario. In such cases, ASL units from that UNIT must be eliminated to 
bring the UNIT to a DVP less than the MID value. Eliminated ASL units 
must be chosen so that the UNIT’s final DVP value is as high as possible, 
while still being less than the MID value.

When choosing units for elimination, the following rules also apply:

• The elimination of Leaders and Armor Leaders is NA
• An inherent crew is always eliminated along with its vehicle, and vice 
versa.
• An infantry crew must always be eliminated whenever a Gun is, and vice 
versa.
• Infantry squads have to be always deployed to get the highest possible 
DVP value.
• MA of an AFV may not be deliberately malfunctioned to “obtain” a DVP

In Alternative Combat Resolution (4.7) and Alternative Withdrawal 
Resolution (4.71) the opposing player chooses the units to be eliminated, 
in all other cases the owning player makes the selection.
If an already Reduced UNIT is subject to further Reducing, it is instead 
eliminated.
Each UNIT is considered a separate entity; the remaining ASL units of one 
UNIT may not join with another to escape their fate (i.e. elimination, 
Reducing).  Immediately,  after all the Withdrawal DRs (4.65; 4.71) are 
made for a given UNIT, at the end of each ASL Scenario or after a 
Mechanical Breakdown (4.45) for a moving UNIT, UNIT's DVP new 
value must be recorded and compared with its MID and MIN values.

EX: The Italian “2/III/8” Motorized INF UNIT, while it has not yet 
suffered any loss,  rolls a “Reduced” result during an Alternative 
Withdrawal (4.71). The Allied player must choose to eliminate ASL units 
of this UNIT to go from 26 DVP to 13 DVP or less, since its MID value is 
“14”.  He chooses to eliminate five 4-4-7 squads, a 3-4-7 squad and a 1-3-7 
HS (10+2+1=13 DVP).  The same happens to the British “88 V/8RA” 
Motorized GUN UNIT, so the DVPs must go from 28 to 14 or less (MID 
value is “15”). The Axis player choose to eliminate two 25Pdr Guns and 
two Infantry crews (10+4= 14 DVP; he has no other choice).

4.25 MOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED UNITs: 
At start, some UNITs are Motorized and some are not, as 
indicated on the OPERATIONAL FORCES CHART. Each 
UNIT whose name is given in black type on the OPERA-
TIONAL FORCES CHART and on its  counter begins the 

game as Motorized; conversely those whose names are given in red type 
are not Motorized. Each UNIT that at start is qualified as Motorized has a 
certain number of vehicles available to transport all its infantry and 
transportable Equipment. Each time a vehicle is lost (i.e. Recalled/elimi-
nated) that loss must be recorded, and the DVPs of the UNIT immediately 
recalculated. Whenever a UNIT leaves a LOCATION [EXC: Withdrawing 

(4.65)] any Immobilized/Out of Gas/Abandoned vehicles, as well as any 
Guns without Infantry crews manning them, are eliminated along withtheir 
crews (if any), and DVPs for that UNIT are recalculated. For Infantry Type 
("INF") UNITs, whenever there are no longer enough  vehicles in the 
UNIT to transport all the infantry units, SWs and Guns, the UNIT becomes 
not Motorized and a "NOT MOTORIZED" counter is placed on it to 
mark its status. For the purposes of this calculation, 5PP are added to the 
capacity of each vehicle with PP [EXC: Motorcycles/Sidecars] but only 
10% of the squads FRU may deploy. In addition, SWs and Guns may be 
dismantled or eliminated in order to prevent the loss of Motorized status. 
A UNIT may subsequently revert to Motorized status in the moment the 
number of vehicles becomes back enough to transport all the UNIT’s 
transportable Equipment and units, using the same calculations as above. 
Whenever Artillery Type (“GUN”) UNIT leave a LOCATION [EXC: 
Withdrawing (4.65)], one or more Guns (along with their crews) must be 
eliminated (and recorded as DVP losses) if the number of Guns in the 
UNIT is greater than the number of that UNIT’s transport vehicles (unless 
the Guns can be transported in dismantled mode, including the additional 
5PP given to transport vehicles). The UNIT’s owner may choose which 
Gun(s) will be eliminated, provided all the retained ones are still transport-
able by compatible movers. No vehicle/Gun can be returned to play once 
it is eliminated/Recalled. Captured vehicles/cycles/Guns can be used only 
in  the ASL Scenario in which they are captured as well as in its continua-
tions in the same LOCATION, and they can never become a part of a 
UNIT's Order of Battle in the course of the CG [EXC: those on the ORDER 
OF BATTLE CHART at CG start]. For “Wheeled possibly towing Gun” 
GUN UNITs the method by which each Gun is transported (i.e. towed, en 
portee or carried dismantled) must be always precisely noted. These 
configurations will be used for the Guns when the UNIT next enters in 
play in an ASL scenario. These configurations can be changed once at the 

beginning of the Operational Movement Phase at the cost of 
one-third of the available oMPs (FRU) (seee 4.42). For 
“Wheeled possibly towing Gun” GUN UNITs if no Gun is 
being towed a “GUNS EN PORTEE” counter must be 
placed on the Operational counter to indicate that its 

Moving Class is simply “Wheeled”.

4.26 STACKING: Each player can stack a maximum of four COY-equiv-
alents in each LOCATION, no more than two of which can be  AFV 
COY-equivalents [EXC: in MLOC Halfaya_North_18 and in SLOC {9-18} 
each player can stack a maximum of three COYS, no more than one  of 
which can be an AFV COY]. There is no stacking limit in Staging Areas. 
Overstacking at the end of each UNIT/stack movement is always NA.

4.27 ROADS/TRACKS: The routes on the Operational Map are of 
different colors, representing the quality of the passage. The grey route is 
the paved coastal road ("ROAD"), the dark brown depiction is for good 
quality desert tracks ("GOOD TRACKS") and the light brown path is for 
poor quality desert tracks ("POOR TRACKS"). The green depiction 
between MLOCs Gabr_el_Ahmar_3 and Bir_Hafid_6 is not a road or a 
tracks but but it is an indication for the sole purpose of tracing the distance 
for OBA activities (4.66).
The quality of the routes effects mainly movements and mechanical 
breakdown. For each LOCATION, the entrance related to a given route is 
defined as “ENTRY”. 

4.28 TRAS/7: In the Axis Order of Battle there is a special 
Italian UNIT of "only trucks", the Tras/7, transports of 7° 
Reggimento Bersaglieri, that can be used to "motorize" a 
Non-Motorized Axis UNIT/stack. It can be combined only 
with INF and/or GUN UNITs. GUN UNITs combined with 

the Tras/7 may only contain Guns that can be transported dismantled 

and/or en portee (i.e., not Guns that can only be towed). See German 
Ordnance Note P and Italian Ordnance Note C; strictly for the purposes of 
this rule, in German Ordnance Note P, replace "Opel Blitz" with "Autocar-
ro L", and Portee Fire is NA. If the Tras/7 UNIT moves in stack (4.42) with  
other Axis  UNIT(s) and all the Personnel/transportable Equipment can be 
transported by all the vehicles in the stack (including the Tras/7), that stack 
becomes Motorized as long as these conditions are met. The Tras/7 UNIT 
can never be in SETUP mode, but the trucks of this unit may be used in 
Combat phase ASL scenarios.  The Tras/7 UNIT never counts for stacking 
purposes. Tras/7 cannot be used to determine attack values in Alternative 
Combat Resolution (4.7) or to determine Axis force dimension in Outnum-
ber (4.44)),  nor does it ever contribute to SAN. 

4.3 OPERATIONAL GAME: Before the game starts, both players place 
their UNITs in the Staging Areas rectangles or in specific MLOCs as 
indicated in the CAMPAIGN CHART. Despite their representation, barring 
exceptions declared explicitly in the CAMPAIGN CHART, each UNIT in 
the Staging Areas must initially be setup in MOVING mode, while the 
ones in the MLOCs can be setup either in SETUP or MOVING mode. 
There are a maximum of 18 Operational Game Turns each representing 
approximately 1.5 hours of battle from 7:00 to 20:30 on the  days of  15th 
May (1 = 7:00; 2 = 8:30; 3 = 10:00; 4 = 11:30; 5 = 13:00; 6 = 14:30; 7 = 
16:00; 8 = 17:30; 9 = 19:00) and 16th May 1941 (10 = 7:00; 11 = 8:30; 12 
= 10:00; 13 = 11:30; 14 = 13:00; 15 = 14:30; 16 = 16:00; 17 = 17:30; 18 = 
19:00). There are no night actions. Each Operational Turn consists of a 
Movement Phase and a Combat Phase in which combats may be resolved 
in the form of ASL scenarios.

4.4 MOVEMENT PHASE: For the purposes of Operational movements 
a stack can be composed of  ≤ 2 COY-equivalents of  UNITs all in the same 
mode (MOVING/SETUP) and in the same starting and target LOCA-
TION. 
Movement and changes of mode are done during the Operational 
Movement Phase. Both players make a DR; if they roll the same number 
on the colored die, both players reroll until one player has rolled a higher 
number on the colored die than the other. The Allied player has a -2 drm to 
the colored die roll for the Operational Turns of 7:00 and  8:30 on 15 May 
(Turns 1 and 2) . The player with the lower Final result on the colored die 
may then either pass (i.e., take no action), or make a number of the follow-
ing actions ≤ white die result divided by two (FRU) :

a) Change the mode of a UNIT/stack (4.41)
b) Move a UNIT/stack (4.42)
c) Deploy available Air Support in one LOCATION (4.68)
d) Put a REFUELLING counter on a UNIT/stack (4.46)

The player with the greater  Final result on the colored die may then do the 
same. This procedure is repeated until all possible actions have been done 
or for mutual agreement between players [EXC: if no action (i.e., passing) 
is taken five times in a row, the Operational Movement Phase ends]. Each 
UNIT/stack can be either moved or changed of mode or refuelled, and only 
once per Movement Phase [EXC: AFV UNITs and GUN UNITs with all 
self-propelled Guns, can change mode to MOVING mode and move half of 
their oMPs (FRU; 4.42)  or, if not-Withdrawn, move half of their oMPs 
(FRU) and change mode to SETUP mode in the same Operational 
Movement Phase action. GUN UNITs that begin the phase with all of their 
Guns en portee and fireable can change mode to MOVING mode and move 
half of their oMPs (FRU) in the same Operational Movement Phase. Such 
UNITs movement can be made even in a stack with other UNIT(s) that did 
not change mode, taking into account that all the UNITs of the stack can 
move only half  of their oMPs (FRU) because of the change of mode (see 
4.42)].

EX: At the end of an Operational Movement Phase, two British AFV 
UNITs are in SLOC {5-10} and so the Cloaking counter in Gabr_el 
_Chadem_5, which represents a Moving “1./I/8” German AFV UNIT, 
must roll an OTC based on 8 OM with a +2 DRM (two COYs). The Axis 
player rolls a “7”, and so the German unit is revealed. At the end of the 
following Operational Movement Phase, the British UNITs have moved  to 
Gabr_el_Gerrari_10, and there are no other enemy UNITs within 1 PATH. 
The Axis player may roll a 2OTC to regain concealment for the German 
“1./I/8” AFV UNIT with no DRM. He rolls an “11“ and the UNIT remains 
unconcealed.

4.5 COMBAT PHASE: After the Opera-
tional Movement Phase is completed, 
combat takes place in each LOCATION in 
which opposing counters are present. In 
each such LOCATION, a ”COMBAT 

PENDING” counter must be placed or a “COMBAT PLAYED” counter 
must be flipped to the PENDING side. A ”COMBAT PENDING 
BEGIN” counter may be use to indicate that an ASL scenario is beginning 
in the LOCATION (as opposed to be a continuation of a previous combat). 
A “COMBAT PENDING (ALTERNATIVE)” counter may be use to 
indicate that Alternative Combat Resolution (4.7) is used to resolve the 
combat in that LOCATION. If more than one combat is to take place, each 
player rolls a dr until one player’s Final result is greater than the other’s. 
Then the player with lower Final dr will choose which combat will take 
place. The Allied player has a -1 drm on such drs for the Operational Turns 
at 7:00, 8:30 and 10:00 of 15 May (Turns 1, 2 and 3). This procedure is 
repeated after each combat, until the last one is played. Once the combat is 
chosen, the players then proceed to the Combat Phase to resolve the 
combat in an ASL scenario format [EXC: Alternative Combat (4.7)]. 
Operational counters may not move or change mode again until the last 
opposing force occupying the same LOCATION has been eliminated. 
[EXC: Withdrawal (4.65); (4.71)]. ASL Scenarios may be temporarily 
suspended before their end, if both players agree, (it can be easily done if 
VASL is used), only to be finished later, but only which scenario is finished 
first counts for any consequence that may arise (i.e. Withdrawal require-
ments, ...). When an ASL Scenario is temporarily suspended, all OBA 
module (4.66) and CBM (4.67) applied durimg it are also supended. All 
Combats of an Operational Turn must be finished before the start of the 
next one.

4.6 ASL SCENARIOS: Each scenario is a maximum of seven turns long  
and has a variable game length. At the end of each CCPh, beginning with 
the fifth turn, a Game End dr is made.  If the ATTACKER makes a Final 
Game End dr  ≤ the circled number in the current turn’s box, as represented 
below,  the scenario ends immediately. When the ATTACKER is the player 
moving second, he receives a -1 drm. If a Withdrawal (4.65) has been 
declared by one side there is a further -2 drm. A scenario may also end at 
any time by mutual agreement.

Neither side may ever Bore Sight (C6.4)  [EXC: Axis UNITs in SETUP 
mode at start of the CG, so long as they do not change status and remain 
in the MLOC where they were SETUP at CG start. Boresight hexes may 
never change during the CGs and must be secretly recorded  before the 
setup of opponent force in the first scenario in the given MLOC. Optional-
ly, to keep track of whether or not Axis units are eligible for Bore sighting, 
players may mark such units with a “No Move” or any other counter until 
such time as it loses eligibility.]. 

EC are always Dry except that it is Moist on Operational Turns at 7:00 on 
15 and 16 May (Turns 1 and 10). At the beginning of each scenario that is 
a continuation of a previous one, the Wind  Force and Direction is the same 
as the ones at the end of the previous scenario; otherwise there is No Wind.  
Late Afternoon Sun Blindness (F11.612) is in effect on Operational Turns 
at 19:00 on 15 and 16 May (Turns 9 and 18). Light Dust (F11.71)  is 
always in effect  in each eligible ASL scenario [EXC: Dust dr is divided by 
3 (FRD)]. 
The Initial SAN value is 3 for the side that has ≥ 1 INF UNIT in SETUP 
mode, otherwise it is 2 if there is at least one INF UNIT or 0 if no INF 
UNIT is present in that side at the begin of a Combat [EXC: Initial SAN 
value is 4 for Axis if at least one INF UNIT involved in the combat is in 
SETUP mode at start of the CG, so long as it does not change status and 
remains in the MLOC where they were SETUP at CG start (see above 
Boresight eligibility)].  The SAN value is reset to 2 upon entry of a new 
friendly COY (not COY-equivalent) INF UNIT in a combat, if that side’s 
Sniper counter has been removed from play or if the Initial SAN was 0.  

All the applicable ASL rules are in effect. A deep knowledge of Chapter F 
is required. Although IIFT is suggested, IFT can be adopted without a 
significant reduction of balance.

4.61 MAP: Whenever opposing UNITs meet in a MLOC, the ASL Map 
for that MLOC will be used as it shown in the HISTORICAL MAPS CHART. 
Each Map has several board edge entry areas, each related to a specific 
ENTRY. 
Whenever opposing UNITs meet in a SLOC, a random three board Map is 
generated as described below [EXC: the Map is not generated if the ASL 
scenario is the continuation of a previous one. In this case Map generated 
for the previous scenario will be used]. How the Map is oriented is given 
by the SLOC CHART.

The players roll drs to choose the A, B and C boards in that order with the 
following results:

In case of a result that selects a mapboard that has already been selected, 
reroll the dr. For each selected map, make a subsequent dr, if 1-3 
placement will be with the board number on the left, if 4-6 reverse. If the 
routes leading to the SLOC are ROADs, there is a paved road along 
hexrow Q, if they are GOOD TRACK, there is  a track (F9) along hexrow 
Q and if they are POOR TRACK no road/track is present on the ASL Map.  
Then the players use the F12.3 / F12.4 procedure to place overlays with the 
following exceptions. If a Wadi (W) overlay is selected, substitute with a 

HB overlay [EXC: Wadi overlays are instead used in SLOC {9-18} but 
only in westernmost halves of boards]. If a Building (X) overlay is 
selected, substitute with HA overlay [EXC: X2; X3].   If  Hillock H1 or H4 
overlays are selected, substitute with HC overlay.
ENTRIES in a SLOC ASL Map are board-edge hexes within four hexes of 
hexrow Q;  on the uppermost edge of board A for the UNITs coming from 
the direction of the MLOC with the smaller numeric ID or from a Staging 
Area;  on the lowermost edge of board C for the UNITs coming from the 
direction of the MLOC with the greater numeric ID. When a SLOC is 
approached with an “outside track” movement (4.42) or in some SLOCs 
({b2-7}, {b4-7} and {7-8}) where there are further "side" ENTRIES, each 
further ENTRY will be along the whole left and/or right edge of board B, 
related to the direction of approach to the SLOC, given the orientation of 
the Map as shown in the SLOC CHART.

EX.: In SLOC {b2-7}, each UNIT that comes from MLOC Gabr_el 
_Ahmar_3 will enter on the western (left) side of board B, each UNIT that 
comes from SLOC {b4-7} will enter on the eastern (right) side of board B, 
each UNIT that comes from SLOC {a2-7} will enter on the uppermost 
edge of board A, each UNIT that comes from MLOC Ridotta_Capuzzo_7 
will enter on the lowermost edge of board C.

4.62  AMMO SHORTAGE:  Whenever a UNIT takes part 
in combat (i.e., an ASL Scenario or Alternative Combat) 
[EXC: an OBA UNIT that uses an OBA module (4.66)], 
place a 1 FP ASL Residual counter on top of that UNIT at 
the end of the Operational Turn. If the UNIT already has a 

Residual counter, it is instead increased from 1 FP to 2 FP, or from 2 FP to 
4 FP. When a UNIT has a 4FP value Residual, its ASL units have their ELR 
lowered by 1 and, if there is not a clear route (i.e. empty of enemy UNITs) 
to a friendly UNIT outside its LOCATION, they will suffer from Ammuni-
tion Shortages (A19.131). A “LOW AMMO” counter will be placed on 
top of the UNIT to signify this. All Residual/Low Ammo counters are 
removed and normal conditions restored at the end of any Operational 
Movement Phase in which the UNIT is not in combat.
 
4.63 SETUP: It is essential that each player records the IDs of the counters 
he will use in the ASL scenario, to keep track of which UNIT they belong  
to. How opposing  UNITs enter the Map during an ASL scenario, who 
moves first, and who set up first is determined by the position and status of 
the UNIT counters at the end of the Operational Movement Phase.  How 
UNITs enter during a scenario is determined by which ENTRY the UNITs 
used to enter the LOCATION during the Operational Movement Phase. All 
Equipment must be initially setup or enter (i.e. when they come into play 
for the first time in an ASL scenario) together only with units of the same 
UNIT.

 1)  If one or more UNITs of one side are in SETUP mode at the end of the 
Operational Movement Phase and they are not still in combat continuing 
from a previous turn, then those  UNITs may set up prior to the opponent's 
force. Unless a particular setup area is declared in the HISTORICAL MAPS 
CHART the force sets up first within seven hexes from hex Q6 of the center 
board of the Map. Each Infantry unit/stack in suitable terrain may make an 
Entrenching Attempt (B27.11; F.1B), with a further -2 DRM. No Labor 
counters are placed in these cases. In lieu of foxholes, Sangars may be 
created, but only in setup not during play [EXC: Sangar creation in 
MLOCs Sidi_Azeiz_1, Post_23_2, Gabr_el_Ahmar_3, Musaid_8, 
Qalala_13, Point_202_14 and Point_205_15 are NA]. Each SMC/SW that 
set up in Concealment Terrain and stacked with ≥ one MMC may use HIP.  
At the start of Game Turn 4, all still-hidden SW, Infantry and Guns are 
placed on Map Concealed. Unarmed vehicles, sidecars and motorcycles do 
not have to be set up on board in this instance but may be considered to be 

parked somewhere offboard.  However, if the player chooses to set up 
some or all of his trucks, sidecars and/or motorcycles on the Map, taking 
into account the BA17 rule, then they risk elimination just like any other 
unit and should be recorded on the UNIT's Order of Battle sheet.
When a UNIT in SETUP mode, that was concealed at the start of an Opera-
tional Movement Phase (i.e. currently has a 1/2” "?" counter on it), is 
attacked in a MLOC, it will have in its setup OB Dummy counters and HIP 
units.The force receives a number of Dummy counters equal to 50% 
(FRU) of the total number of squad-equivalents present in the eligible 
UNIT(s) in SETUP mode and a minimum of 2. In the case of mixed 
German/Italian defender SETUP UNITs, Dummy counters can be freely 
be chosen from either nationalities. The force may use HIP to set up 10% 
(FRU) of the total number of squad-equivalents present in the UNIT(s) in 
SETUP mode with a 1/2 "?" counter.
 
2) If one or more UNITs of one side are in MOVING mode, not in combat 
continuing from a previous turn,  and have not been moved (i.e. it moved 
there in a previous turn and it has not been flipped over to the SETUP side, 
and does not have an ENTRY arrow counter associated with it), then the 
ASL units of these UNITs set up first with vehicles either stopped or in 
Motion (owner’s choice), all Guns/SW dismantled (when possible), all 
units carried and/or in tow (if possible), Guns not Emplaced, within seven 
hexes of hex Q6 of the Center Board of the Map [EXC: in a particular 
SETUP area if declared in the HISTORICAL MAPS CHART for the MLOC], 
not in any fortification, building and/or Crest status.  All unarmed vehicles 
must be setup on Map. The UNIT’s owner must setup enough sidecar and 
motorcycle counters on board to carry all the Infantry units and SW of a 
UNIT with sidecars/motorcycles. 

3) When a UNIT moves into a LOCATION and takes part in combat 
[EXC: if it moved in the LOCATION in a previous turn, see above], its 
ASL units will enter the Map on/after Turn 1. The side with the “First Fire” 
counter (4.42) will move first, and the other side second; otherwise the 
ASL units will enter the Map accordingly to the playing order given by the 
previous scenario. Each ASL unit will enter from an ENTRY (chosen 
according to the route its UNIT approached the LOCATION) with Full 
MFs/MPs [EXC: Halved MFs/MPs when entering on Turn 1 for the side 
that moves first]. Infantry in Motorized UNITs may choose whether or not 
to enter carried on vehicles/cycles. Any infantry entering the board on foot 
(i.e., not as PRC) must enter on/after Turn 2 with SW either assembled or 
dismantled at the owner’s option [EXC: Infantry of a Non Motorized UNIT 
may also enter on Turn 1, but with all possible SW dismantled; Guns that 
can be dismantled may enter dismatled on Turns 1-2]. Guns can be pushed 
onto the Map on/after Turn 3  [EXC: the first board hex they enter is 
always reached without a Manhandling DR (C10.3)]. Every unit that has 
not entered play by the end of Turn 4 is automatically eliminated [EXC: 
unarmed vehicles, sidecars and motorcycles do not have to enter the Map 
in this instance but may be considered to be parked somewhere offboard]. 
If UNITs of both sides enter the map from the same ENTRY, all the units 
of the side that enters first will have to enter the map on Turn 1, but with 
full MP/MF. 
In all cases overstacking by 5PP per unarmed vehicle may be done but only 
in the initial setup or to enter the Map [EXC: motorcycles and sidecars can 
never overstack].  All units which leave the Mapboard are eliminated 
[EXC: Withdrawal (4.65); unarmed/unarmored vehicles (BA17)].

4.64 ENDING THE ASL SCENARIO: When the last ASL scenario ends 
the players move on to the next Operational Turn since there are no more 
conflicts to resolve. A record of the losses for each UNIT must be made at 
the end of each ASL scenario.  
At the end of each ASL scenario fought in a MLOC (not in a SLOC), the 
position of every Wreck and/or fortification must be recorded since they 

will remain there until the end of the CG, if not eliminated before per ASL 
rules.  Blaze and Flame counters are removed. Each Wreck is replaced 
with a Burnt-Out Wreck (OCG7). Place wood/stone Rubble counter, as 
appropiate,  in all ground-level Locations of each building that has at least 
one Flame/Blaze in any of its Locations.

At the end of each ASL scenario, players make a dr on the following table 
for each wounded leader:

Different actions are taken depending on whether both sides or only one 
side remain on the Mapboard at the end of the ASL scenario.

4.641 BOTH SIDES ON THE MAPBOARD: If both sides have one or 
more UNITs in the same LOCATION, after all Withdrawal attempts and 
OTC for the Reduced UNITs have been made, they will "fight again" 
during the next Operational Turn. They will pick up exactly where they left 
off for another ASL scenario, so be sure to record the location and status of 
all the counters for future reference [EXC: OBA modules as well as any 
AR, SR, FFE counters are removed from each ASL scenario at the end of 
each Operational Turn]. The side that moved first in the previous scenario 
will move first in the following scenario. The COMBAT PENDING 
counter is flipped to the COMBAT PLAYED side.
If both sides still have one or more UNITs in the LOCATION, then the 
following ASL units of the eliminated UNITs remain onboard in the 
position where they where when the UNIT was eliminated:
1) Immobilized/Shocked/UK/Out of Gas/Abandoned/Bogged/Mired/Cap-
tured vehicles remain onboard as Abandoned, maintaining any other status 
[EXC: Shocked/UK status is removed].
2) Gun that were not towed/carried on a vehicle/carried dismantled at the 
moment of the elimination of the UNIT remain on the mapboard 
Unmanned.

 EX.: An Immobilized/Bogged PzIIIG will remain Immobilized/Bogged 
and become Abandoned, a Shocked PzIIIG will remain, but Abandoned.
  
All of the eliminated UNIT’s other ASL units are eliminated.

4.642 ONLY ONE SIDE ON THE MAPBOARD: At the end of a scenar-
io, if UNIT(s) from one side are not present, the following actions must be 
taken sequentially by the surviving side.
a) Each enemy vehicle, even if captured, if it can become a Wreck and it is 
in a MLOC, it is  eliminated and turned into a Burnt-Out Wreck and its 
Location is recorded, otherwise it is only eliminated (without the crew, if 
present).
b) Each enemy Gun and malfunctioned enemy SW is eliminated. 
c) Each enemy not-malfunctioned SW and/or friendly unpossessed SW 
can be retained by Personnel of any INF UNIT (taking into account wheth-
er there is enough space for it to be transported); otherwise it is eliminated.
d) Each non-Abandoned,  friendly bogged/Mired vehicle must undergo 
Bog Removal attempts (D8.3) until it is either unbogged or immobilized 
(MP expenditure is immaterial), with a -1 drm on the colored die. The 
Armor Leader drm for any Armor Leader present in the UNIT also applies  

and,  if German Vehicle Note L applies to the vehicle, another -2 drm 
applies.
e) Each Immobilized friendly unarmed vehicle becomes a Burnt-Out 
Wreck, if it can become a Wreck and it is in a MLOC, otherwise it is 
eliminated.
f) Every broken unit is automatically rallied
g) Each friendly not-captured Shocked/UK AFV must undergo recupera-
tion attempts (C7.42) until either the marker is removed or the AFV is 
eliminated becoming a Burnt-Out Wreck [EXC: in SLOC it is instead only 
eliminated without Wreck creation]. 
h) Every stunned AFV returns to normal (i.e. without the “+1” counter).
i) Every Berserk and Fanatic unit returns to normal.
j) All Retained same-class HS with the same Strength Factors must now 
recombine (A1.32).
k) All Heroes are eliminated, and all heroic Leaders return to normal. Each 
eliminated Hero (not including heroic leaders) can battle harden a squad / 
half squad of the same nationality [EXC: elite MMC cannot become 
Fanatic in this way].
l) if a UNIT that had Infantry Leaders at the beginning of the CG has no 
more Infantry Leaders, then a dr may be made on the A18.2 Leader 
Creation Table to create one leader (or two drs made to create two leaders 
if the UNIT is a non-Reduced COY) with the exceptions that for a Final dr 
≥ 6 a “6+1” Leader is always created, and that only the following drm are 
applied:

Note that leader creation may cause a Reduced UNIT to gain enough DVP 
to cease being Reduced.
m) Each vehicle/infantry crew, not manning vehicles/Guns, can now man 
an Abandoned Mobile friendly vehicle/unpossessed friendly Gun, only if 
this vehicle/Gun  is of the same type of vehicle/Gun in the  Order of Battle 
of the UNIT the crew belongs to, at CG start . A vehicle crew that doesn’t 
man a Mobile vehicle is eliminated. Armor Leader can substitute any 
vehicle crew in its UNIT.
n) Each friendly Abandoned vehicle / unpossessed Gun, if not re-manned 
and operated  by a vehicle/infantry crew of a UNIT that has the same type 
of vehicle / Gun in the  Order of Battle at CG start, is eliminated (becoming 
a Burnt-Out Wreck, if it is possible and in a MLOC).
o) The position of each friendly Immobilized  and not-Abandoned AFV is 
recorded if in a MLOC, otherwise it is directly eliminated (with crew). 
p) Make a separate dr on the following table for each malfunctioned, 
non-captured,  weapon.

-1 if vehicular-mounted
-x  Weapon Repair Number
* If vehicular-mounted, the weapon is disabled, if MA, the AFV is eliminat-
ed for Recall (no Wreck).

q) A disabled, non-captured, vehicular MG may be automatically repaired 
(even if eliminated in step p) by eliminating a SW LMG of the same 
nationality.

The player can also choose to self-eliminate any weapon. Tranferring 
captured SW  to other UNIT once retained by a friendly UNIT is NA 
[EXC: for ASL rules in ASL scenarios]. All Prisoners/unarmed Personnel 
units are eliminated. 

At the end of a combat if there are only UNITs of one side in the LOCA-
TION, those are placed in MOVING mode and COMBAT counters are 
removed.

4.643 END OF DAY OPERATIONAL TURNS (19:00): At the end of 
the ASL scenarios during the End of Day Operational Turns (the turns 
related at 19:00, i.e. Turn 9 and 18) some special additional actions must 
be done if both sides remain on the Mapboard. In these cases, during 
scenarios that take place in MLOCs and during the End of Day Operational 
Turns, players must take note of the control of the Strategic Locations, if 
some are present. Each Wadi, Hillock summit, Building, Rubble and 
Entrenchment Location is a Strategic Location. The following sequence of 
actions must be done in order:

1. CONCLUSION OF MELEE: First, each unit currently on a Climb 
marker must be placed in either the Location it was attempting to reach or 
the Location it left when it began to climb, at the owner’s choice. If the 
Location the unit is placed in contains an enemy unit(s), mark them all 
with a CC/Melee counter.
Each vehicle presently in Motion in a CC/Melee location may be moved to 
an ADJACENT hex within its VCA. All opposing units in the same 
Locations are now assumed to be in CC/Melee, and must undergo an 
(unlimited) number of CCPh rounds until no more CC attacks can be 
made. Such units are free to perform any/all normal CCPh activities 
associated with CC/Melee (i.e., Ambush if it is a CC, attack, Capture, 
Withdrawal, etc.). Consider the side that moved first in that scenario to be 
the ATTACKER. Following the conclusion of the first round of Melee in a 
Location, each still-hidden/concealed unit therein is revealed, each pinned 
unit therein becomes unpinned, each CX counter is removed, each vehicle 
currently in Motion therein has its Motion counter removed, and each Stun 
counter on a vehicle therein is flipped over to its “+1” side (the vehicle is 
still subject to Recall, if applicable, and may be marked as CE if so 
desired).

2. MARKER REMOVAL: All markers/counters listed below are removed 
from the map at this time (Right of Inspection does not apply to revealed 
stacks):
a) SR and FEE counters;
b) SMOKE counters;
c) Acquisition counters;
d) Wall Advantage, HD markers, Dummy Stacks, and “?”;
e) Sniper counters;

3. ENCIRCLEMENT: Each encircled unit [EXC: prisoner] must take a 
separate 1TC (leadership DRM may apply if present and at owner’s 
choice) based on its non-broken Morale. If it passes its 1TC, it remains in 
the present Location. Failing the 1TC results in the unit’s immediate 
elimination [EXC: encircled vulnerable PRC of an Immobile vehicle are 
Eliminated, leaving the vehicle abandoned]. Any weapon that an eliminat-
ed encircled unit possessed is eliminated. Any Encircled counter is 
removed.

4. The side that controls fewer Strategic Locations performs the following 

actions sequentially. If both sides control the same number of strategic 
locations, if there are no Strategic Locations, or if the LOCATION is a 
SLOC, both sides perform the following actions sequentially:

i) each captured weapon is abandoned/dropped [EXC: non-malfuctioned 
SW are retained; weapons are eliminated if in a SLOC or if no side 
controls more Strategic Locations]. All friendly unpossessed SWs and 
Guns are eliminated. All friendly Bogged/Mired/Immobilized/Out of 
Gas/Abandoned vehicles are eliminated, along with their crews (if any) 
and become  Burnt-Out Wrecks [EXC: in SLOC they are instead only 
eliminated].

ii) chapter 4.642 actions from f) to m) are taken. 

iii) chapter 4.642 step p) and q) actions are taken, but only for the 
possessed weapons.

iv) At this point, the UNIT may become Reduced or eliminated due to its 
DVP value, as described in 4.24.

v) each UNIT will be placed in a new LOCATION connected at 1 PATH of 
distance devoid of enemy UNITs and where it will not be overstacked 
[EXC: a Non-Motorized UNIT may not move through POOR TRACK]. If 
these conditions cannot be accomplished the UNIT is immediately 
Reduced, may not make any action in the next Operational Movement 
Phase and is set in MOVING mode in an ENTRY in the LOCATION it was 
trying to leave. 

5. If one side controls more Strategic Locations in a MLOC, it will remain 
on the Mapboard in SETUP mode and will perform all the a) to q) actions 
of chapter 4.642 taking into account any weapons left unpossessed on Map 
by the opposing side.

4.65 WITHDRAWAL: At the end of an ASL scenario, 
UNITs may return to any LOCATION that is 1 PATH away, 
as long as the target LOCATION is devoid of enemy UNITs 
and will not be overstacked. INF/GUN UNITs cannot 
withdraw from a LOCATION containing enemy AFV 

UNIT(s) if there is an enemy Unopposed Armor in play (A16.2). These 
requirements must be met at the beginning of each Withdrawal (i.e. not 
when it is declared, see below), otherwise the Withdrawal cannot  be done 
without other consequences.
Withdrawal of  a Non-Motorized UNIT  along a POOR TRACK is NA. No 
more than one COY-equivalent worth of UNITs can be  withdrawn from 
each LOCATION during a given Operational Turn. 
The Player who wants to make a Withdrawal must declare it before the end 
of Turn 4, having secretly recorded which UNIT(s) will be withdrawn. The 
side that moves first will make the Withdrawal first. Once declared, the 
drm to the Game End dr, envisaged in paragraph 4.6, will apply and the 
Withdrawal must necessarily be carried out (if requirements are still met).

Prior to Withdrawal (in sequence):

a) Each weapon and/or vehicle manned by a Good Order unit of the 
withdrawing UNIT can be deliberately eliminated on a dr ≤ 4. Burnt-Out 
Wrecks are generated if possible,  and their inherent crews are eliminated 
[EXC: if they can man another mobile AFV in the same hex]. 

b) A functioning and possessed SW/dismantled Gun of a withdrawing 
UNIT with PP > 3 may be retained on a dr ≤ 4 (≤ 3 if belonging to a 
Non-Motorized UNIT) otherwise it remains on the Map unpossessed.

4.41 CHANGE MODES: The acting player may either:
i) turn one not-Withdrawn UNIT/stack from the MOVING over the 
SETUP side. 
ii) or turn one UNIT/stack over to the MOVING  side so it can be moved 
in later Operational Turn Movement Phases [EXC: see 4.4]. 
In SLOCs, UNIT counters may never be in SETUP mode. Change of mode 
is NA if ≥ 1 enemy UNIT is present in the MLOC. When a UNIT enter play 
for the first time in a Staging Area, it cannot change mode to SETUP mode 
in that Staging Area in the same Operational Movement Phase.

4.42 MOVEMENT: Each UNIT has a number of Operational Movement 
Points ("oMP") according to its Moving Class as indicated in the follow-
ing OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT TABLE, which it can use in each 
Movement Phase. The unit for operational movement is the Operational 
Range Unit or "PATH" in upper case, that measure the movement  from 
one LOCATION to a connected LOCATION, and corresponds to roughly 
3 km (≈ 1.86 miles). Moving along a PATH costs a number of oMPs 
determined by the quality of the route and the Moving Class of the moving 
UNITs. Each Moving Class has a different allotment of oMPs at the 
beginning of each Operational Movement Phase. Movement between 
LOCATIONs is made according to the following table, in which the 
Moving Classes are listed in order of decreasing speed:

1= German: AFV and 1/606;  Allied: 1/C/2RTR, 6 AUS, 3H and Carriers
2= Tracked w/ Gun; Allied: 2RTR [EXC: 1/C/2RTR] and 4RTR
3= UNIT becomes Reduced

Using the Operational Map,  each player moves one UNIT/stack at a time 
from one LOCATION to another LOCATION that is directly connected by 
a single route [EXC: movement between Halfaya_North_18 and Halfaya_-
South_17 costs 1 PATH of GOOD TRACK even if there is not a drawn 
route; movement “off-road”]. 
A UNIT/stack can never end its movement in an overstacked LOCATION 
and no more than three COY-equivalent of UNITs may enter and remain in 
each LOCATION in a Movement Phase per side [EXC: in 
Halfaya_North_18 and in SLOC {9-18} two COY-equivalent maximum], 
given the stacking limit of the  LOCATION. 
UNITs may enter LOCATIONs containing enemy UNIT(s), but doing so 
will end their movement and may lead to combat during the Operational 
Combat Phase [EXC: Disengagement (4.43)].

A stack moves at the speed of the slowest UNIT. Neither player can move 
into enemy Staging Areas. Direct friendly movement between Allied 
Staging Areas is NA. Direct friendly movement between Axis Staging 
Areas costs as a ROAD 2 PATH movement (Non-Motorized UNITs must 
spend two Operational Movement Phases making this movement, remain-
ing offboard after the first OMPh) and there is not an offboard SLOC 
between them.
In some cases, when two SLOCs are connected exactly two PATHs, and 
the routes connecting the SLOCs to a single adjacent MLOC forms an 
angle between them  < 90 degrees (these angles are indicated with a green 
circle symbol [     ] in the Operational Map), direct movement between 
them is permitted “off-road”, even if the LOCATION in the middle 
contains enemy units.  The cost of this movement is double that of a POOR 
TRACK PATH or the entire allotment of oMPs of the UNIT/stack, which-
ever is less, it must be done in a single Operational Movement Phase, and 
it is considered a non-ROAD movement. Non-Motorized UNIT may not 
move “off-road”.
UNIT counters must be in MOVING mode to be moved. 
Whenever an Axis UNIT/stack  wishes to enter a LOCATION that 
contains a concealed Allied UNIT(s) and/or unconcealed Matilda/Cruiser 
UNITs, regardless of the strength of the attacker’s units and of the other 
defender’s units, the Axis UNIT/stack must pass a 1OTC to make this 
move [EXC: a German 88 AA Gun UNIT (alone or in stack); if  ≥ 1 
German 88 AA Gun UNIT is present in combat in the LOCATION to be 
entered]. If the OTC is failed the Axis UNIT/stack may not move into that 
LOCATION in the same Movement Phase, but may move further with half 
(FRD) of its remaining oMPs towards a different LOCATION. 

The ENTRY  (i.e. the direction of approach)  of the LOCA-
TION   in which each UNIT ends its movement in the Opera-
tional Movement Phase of a given Turn must be recorded. 
“ENTRY” arrows counters should be used for this purpose. 
A “First Fire” counter must be placed on the first UNIT that 

enters and remains in a LOCATION occupied by enemy UNIT(s), if there 
is not a combat in that LOCATION, to indicate the side that will move first 
in the ASL scenario (4.63).

4.43 DISENGAGEMENT: In some cases an AFV UNIT/stack may 
voluntarily enter a LOCATION occupied by an enemy force, in which 
there is not yet Combat, and voluntarily leave that LOCATION in the same 
Operational Movement Phase. This action can be done in every LOCA-
TION occupied by enemy UNIT(s), provided that:

●  the entering UNIT has available oMPs to come back after the entry 
● the entering UNIT is not/will not be overstacked in the LOCATION at 
the end of its movement.
●  there is no enemy  AFV UNIT/stack  in the LOCATION entered,  of  ≥ 
1 COY-equivalent, in MOVING status, not yet moved, whose speed is >  
that of the entering UNIT  
●   if the entering unit is Allied, there is not a German 88 AA Gun UNIT in 
SETUP mode in the LOCATION entered
 
Disengaging UNITs must exit the LOCATION using the same route they 
used to enter. This action automatically removes the cloaking/concealment 
(4.47) of all the enemy UNIT(s) in the LOCATION entered. If the previous 
conditions are not met after the UNIT/stack has entered the enemy 
occupied LOCATION, then its movement will end in that LOCATION. 
The relative speed of each UNIT is given by the position of its Moving 
Class on the OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT TABLE.

EX: a Tracked UNIT is faster than a Slow Tracked UNIT, a Tracked UNIT 
is slower than an AC UNIT.

If one or more enemy UNIT(s) have entered a LOCATION in the current 
OMPh, friendly Motorized UNIT/stack(s) may exit that LOCATION 
provided:

● the exiting units are in MOVING move but have not yet moved
● there is not yet combat in that LOCATION
● there is ≥ 1 ENTRY not used by enemy forces to enter that LOCATION 
in the same OMPh
●  there is no AFV UNIT/stack, of ≥ 1 COY-equivalent in the entering 
enemy force whose speed is > that of the exiting UNIT. 
●  the exiting UNIT will not be overstacked in the LOCATION at the end 
of its movement.

If these conditions are met, disengaging units ma exit through ENTRY not 
used by enemy to enter that LOCATION. Exiting automatically UNITs 
lose cloaking/concealment (4.47).
In both cases, when a UNIT/stack comes out of a LOCATION  in one of 
these ways,  a "Disengagement" action has been made.

4.44 OUTNUMBER: Whenever an all Motorized UNIT/stack enter  a 
LOCATION that contains an enemy force ≥ 2 COY-equivalents greater 
than the friendly force, including any friendly UNIT(s) already present in 
the LOCATION, it must take a 1OTC DR. If the 1OTC is passed, combat 
will be done in normal manner; if the 1OTC is failed the moving 
UNIT/stack must remain in its previous LOCATION and end its 
movement there [EXC: if the UNIT/stack chooses to Disengage (4.43) no 
OTC is required and the UNIT/stack can continue its  movement if the 
conditions of 4.43 are met; if returning to its previous location would 
cause it to be overstacked in that location, then no 1OTC is made. Instead, 
the outnumbered UNIT/stack remains in the LOCATION with the enemy 
UNITs, is automatically Reduced, and combat proceeds in the normal 
manner]. Whether or not the 1OTC is passed, all the previously concealed 
forces loose their cloaking/concealed status as if they had been in the same 
LOCATION.
At the end of an OMPh, all the UNITs in a LOCATION with an enemy 
force ≥ 2 COY-equivalents greater than the friendly force, must take a 
2OTC DR [EXC: UNITs that have passed a previous Outnumber 1OTC 
when moved into the LOCATION]. If the OTC is passed, the combat will 
be occurr in the normal manner; if the OTC is failed, the force must make 
an Alternative Withdrawal (4.71) (if possible) to an accessible LOCA-
TION. It may not Withdraw along rout used by the enemy to enter that 
LOCATION.  If Withdrawal is not possible, the UNIT will be Reduced and 
(eventually) continue in combat.  

4.45 MECHANICAL BREAKDOWN: Each time a Motorized UNIT is 
moved, alone or in stack, a Mechanical Breakdown DR must be made at 
the end of its movement. On a Final Mechanical Breakdown DR ≥ 13 one 
or more vehicles are eliminated (with a maximum of 1 of every type). 
Random Selection between the types of vehicles in the UNIT/stack that 
suffered a Mechanical Breakdown must be made to determine the 
eliminated vehicle(s). In the Random Selection dr, there is a +1 drm for 
Trucks (for movement purposes)/Sidecars/Motorcycle/Cruiser AFVs if 
any part of the UNIT/stack’s movement was made on a route that was not 
a ROAD  and a +1 drm for Low Fuel.  

1= NA if only a 1 PATH movement is made on a GOOD TRACK

EX: A full-strength Italian “2/III/8” INF Motorcycle UNIT moves in a 
stack with a German “1./II/5”  AFV Tracked UNIT in Fuel Shortage (4.46) 
and  German “Le/2./I/18” GUN Wheeled (w/Gun) UNIT on a 1 * POOR 
TRACK PATH. The Mechanical Breakdown cumulative DRM will be +6 
(+1 [non-ROAD] +1 [Axis] +3 [Fuel Shortage] +1 [more COY-equiva-
lents]). At the end of the stack’s movement, the Axis player rolls an “8”, 
resulting in a Final Mechanical Breakdown DR of 14 and so at least one 
vehicle must be eliminated. Random Selection is made among Motorcy-
cles (rolled a “1” with a +1 drm), Sidecars (“4”+1), Pz IIIG  tanks (“1”+1), 
Pz IIIH tanks (“5”+1), Pz IVD tanks (“6”+1), Pz IIF tanks (“3”+1), Pz IB 
tanks (“4”+1), 2cm Fl. Horch vehicles (“6”+1) and Horch vehicles 
(“6”+1).  One Pz IVD tank, one 2cm Fl. Horch and one Horch are eliminat-
ed.

EX: During the OMPh, the Allied player moves the “Car2/2/SG” Carrier 
UNIT to SLOC {b2-7}      . This is a Tracked INF PLT UNIT, with a total 
of 6 oMPs per Turn, and it spends 2 oMP (for 1 * ROAD PATH) to make 
the movement. In the new LOCATION, two previously-concealed Italian 
INF COY UNITs are revealed; one is Wheeled (Italian) the other one is 
Wheeled  (motorcycle). Because the conditions to be Outnumbered (4.44) 
are met, and because Disengagement (4.43) cannot be done because the 
Allied UNIT is not AFV type, the Allied player must roll a 1OTC; if 
passed, the unit will attack in the LOCATION      ; if not passed, the UNIT 
will remain in Ridotta_Capuzzo_7 and cannot move further. In both cases, 
the Allied player rolls for Mechanical Breakdown (4.45) with no DRM.
The Allied player then moves the “4/11H” AFV AC PLT UNIT, which has 
a total of 12 oMPs per Turn. If he moves it towards SLOC {b4-7}      ,  it 
will spend 4 oMPs (1 * POOR TRACK PATH). In the new LOCATION a 
previously concealed Axis AFV AC PLT UNIT is revealed. The Allied 
UNIT cannot disengage because its speed  is lower than the Axis UNIT in 
the LOCATION. The Allied player rolls for Mechanical Breakdown with 
+1 DRM (non-ROAD). If he chooses to move the 4/11H to  Musaid_8          
instead,  it will spend 3 oMPs (ROAD PATH). In the new LOCATION, a 
previously concealed Axis GUN 88 AA PLT UNIT is revealed in SETUP 
mode. The 4/11H cannot Disengage because of the German 88 AA UNIT. 
The Allied player rolls for Mechanical Breakdown with no DRM. Finally, 
the Allied player could also choose to move the 4/11H UNIT along another 
route, going through Ridotta_Capuzzo_7 to SLOC {b2-7}    , spending 6 
oMPs (2 * ROAD PATH). In this LOCATION it could be Outnumbered 
except that it can Disengage. The Allied player chooses to Disengage, so 

the 4/11H moves to SLOC {6-7}      spending further 6 oMPs (ROAD + 
GOOD TRACK PATHs). In this LOCATION a previously concealed Axis 
GUN Wheeled PLT UNIT is revealed. The Allied player cannot Disengage 
again since the UNIT has no available oMPs. The Allied player rolls for 
Mechanical Breakdown with +1 DRM (non-ROAD).

4.46  FUEL: Fuel Shortage rules apply only to tracked AFV 
COY UNITs. Each tracked AFV COY UNIT has a Fuel 
Availability Value ("FAV"). The starting FAV for each unit 
is 4. Each time an elegible AFV UNIT moves for a path of 
any distance (included any kind of Withdrawal) and/or is in 

a combat the relative FAV value are decreased by one. FAV doesn’t change 
for changing the mode. When the FAV is = 0 for a given tracked AFV 
UNIT, it is in Fuel Shortage, a “LOW FUEL” counter is put on it, KGP13 
rule applies to its ASL units, regardless of nationality, with a fixed +1 
DRM, and the chances for Mechanical Breakdown in Operational 

Movement Phase will increase. A non-moved/non-changed 
of mode tracked AFV UNIT in a LOCATION free of enemy 
UNITs  may be refueled (i.e. brought back to its starting 
FAV of 4) if its owner player puts a “REFUELLING” 
counter on it during the OMPh and the UNIT maintains it 

unchanged until the end of that Phase. A REFUELLING counter is 
immediately removed if an enemy UNIT enters  the LOCATION occupied 
by the refuelling UNIT. A UNIT under a REFUELLING counter may not 
move or change mode. Remaining REFUELLING counters are removed at 
the end of the Operational Movement Phase. When a UNIT is refueled, all 
its vehicles in the LOCATION cease to be “Out of Gas”. The FUEL AVAIL-
ABILITY RECORD CHART should be used to keep track of FAV values. 

4.47 CLOAKING: Operational Forces in Brevity Assault campaign 
games may be concealed, so their identities might not be known to 
enemies. ASL 5/8" “?” counters can be used for Cloaking (or Conceal-
ment) purposes. While a UNIT is concealed, Cloaking counters are used. 
Axis forces will use Cloaking counters of a single color either German or 
Italian (according to the Axis player’s preference). Each Cloaking counter 
has an ID letter to identify it, and is used in place of actual units. Each 
Cloaking counter can represent any number of UNITs up to the normal 
stacking limits of a LOCATION—or it can represent no units at all (i.e. a 
Dummy Operational Counter). The actual contents  of each Cloaking 
counter are recorded by placing them in the corresponding section of the 
ASL Cloaking Box. 
All UNITs represented by a single Cloaking counter may move/change 
mode as a stack or may split into two or more Cloaking counters (if each 
new Cloaking counter will contain at least one real unit and/or one Dummy 
Operational Counters) after which each Cloaking counter moves and/or 
changes mode separately. Two or more Cloaking counters may combine 
into one if at the end of the Operational Movement Phase they are all in the 
same LOCATION. 
Dummy Operational Counter (”Dummy”) is a fake unknown unit and can 
move/change mode emulating every kind of UNIT/stack of its side 
(including making any related actions, such as rolling for Mechanical 
Breakdown, etc.) and does not  count for stacking purposes. A Dummy is 
eliminated when it loses its concealment status, or when it incurs a 
Mechanical Breakdown (4.45) while it is not moving in a stack with other 
UNITs. Dummies available for each side are indicated in the CAMPAIGN 
CHARTS.
While a UNIT counter is in the Cloaking Box, all counters defining its 
mode and/or state (i.e. Non-Motorized, Reduced) are put in the Cloaking 
Box together with it. 
Whenever a UNIT is placed on the Operational Map for the first time, 
whether at the beginning of the CG, or subsequent entry of the Operation 
Map through a staging area, is it concealed (i.e., it is represented by a 

Cloaking counter). 
GAIN - Whenever an unconcealed UNIT ends the Operational Movement 
Phase in a LOCATION greather than 1 PATH from the nearest enemy 
UNITs, it may take a 2OTC to gain concealment (DRM -1 if in SETUP 
mode and -1 for every PATH over the first 2 PATHs of distance from the 
nearest enemy UNIT).  
LOSS - Whenever a concealed UNIT ends the Operational Movement 
Phase in a LOCATION exactly 1 PATH from any enemy UNITs, it must 
take an OTC to maintain concealment. (DRM -1 if in SETUP mode and +1 
for every enemy COY-equivalent of UNITs at a distance of exactly 1 
PATH) [EXC: an OBA-capable GUN UNIT automatically loses the 
concealment at the end of Combat Phase without making an OTC, if it has 
made at least one OBA Fire Mission; enemy COY-equivalent of UNITs 
must be temporarily revealed, if concealed, to apply DRM]. A Dummy has 
the inherent morale of the UNIT it is emulating, owning player’s choice, 
for this purpose. If a UNIT loses concealment due only to the presence of 
a Dummy that is eliminated in the same phase, that UNIT regains conceal-
ment immediately; if a Dummy is eliminated before any (other) OTC due 
only to its presence is done, OTC for concealement loss must be done the 
same, but the UNITs that fail them must only be temporarily revealed.  A 
concealed UNIT automatically loses concealment, when a non-Dummy 
enemy UNIT  enters its LOCATION, or the concealed UNIT enters a 
LOCATION with a non-Dummy enemy UNIT . Whenever some, but not 
all, of the UNITs of a Cloaking counter become unconcealed, they are 
revealed without removing the Cloaking counter, provided an original 
concealed unit (or a Dummy) remains in the Cloaking Box. 
When concealment is lost by a UNIT in SETUP mode a 1/2" "?"   counter 
must be placed on top of the UNIT counter to indicate that the unit was 
concealed at the beginning of the Operational Turn (see 4.63). These 1/2" 
counters will be removed  at the beginning of the next Operational 
Movement Phase. 
Managing cloaking counters can be difficult in some cases, so alternative 
rules can be played, optionally and by mutual agreement, with the same 
dynamics of Concealment in ASL, i.e. with  5/8" "?" counters that are 
placed on top of the real/Dummy UNIT counters, instead of substituting 
for a UNIT/stack and using the ASL Cloaking Box. In this case, all the 
counters defining mode and/or state are always put on the Operational 
Map. All the other rules will remain exactly the same. This optional 
version of the Concealment rules is a bit less realist but more playable.

 

An otherwise OBA-capable GUN UNIT can be used for OBA missions if 
it is in SETUP mode in a MLOC (or Staging Area) that is devoid of enemy 
UNITs at the end of the Operational Movement Phase. Each OBA UNIT 
can be represented by only one module in one LOCATION per Operation-
al turn, and only in LOCATIONs in which combat is occurring. The 
maximum number of OBA modules for an OBA UNIT is two per day (i.e. 
a maximum of two in the first nine Operational turns which comprise the 
first day of combat,  and a maximum of two in the following nine turns, 
second day of combat). Each time an OBA module is used to represent a 
given OBA UNIT, it must be recorded on the OBA AVAILABILITY 
RECORD CHART. A module is considered used every time a FFE is placed 
on the ASL Mapboard, or when its drm is computed in an Alternative 
Combat Resolution (4.7). Whenever an OBA module is used, a  “OBA IN 

PLAY” counter is put on the OBA UNIT. When the ASL 
scenario ends, or after Alternative Combat Resolution, the 
counter is flipped on the “OBA EXECUTED” side. The 
maximum number of OBA module in  combat in a given 
LOCATION in an Operational Combat Phase is two per 

side. The OBA module may use an Offboard Observer (C.1.63) if the 
distance between the OBA UNIT and the target LOCATION is ≤ 3 PATHs, 
and only if there are no enemy UNITs along one of the shortest routs 
between them [EXC: an OBA module used in Gabr_el_Ahmar_3 or 
Bir_Hafid_6 from an OBA UNIT, whose shortest distance pass only 
through the green depiction between these two MLOCs (see below), cannot 
be used with an Offboard Observer]. The Offboard Observer is always 
setup before the ASL scenario start (before all the ASL scenario setup if it 
is the beginning), at ground level, in one  hex of an ENTRY of the Map 
chosen according to the route taken by artillery shots to approach the 
MLOC (i.e. the shortest route as calculated in PATHs, see below). If more 
than one of such routes exists, the owner can choose at which ENTRY the 
Offboard Observer will set up. An Offboard Observer may be used only in 
one combat per each OBA UNIT per Operational Turn and it is considered 
used when an AR is placed. It is also possible to call available OBA 
through Radios present in some UNITs. In this case the distance between 
the OBA UNIT's MLOC and the target LOCATION can be > 3 PATHs, up 
to the maximum range available for the OBA UNIT’s class of Guns, as 
described in the table below [EXC: German OBA cannot be called by an 
Italian unit but it may be called with an Italian Radio/Field Phone by a 
German unit, with malfunction captured penalties, and vice versa ]. Each 
Italian UNIT in SETUP mode in Post_23_2 or Post_12_4 with a Radio 
counter may use also a Field Phone (i.e. German use of Field Phone is 
NA); in both cases the Friendly Board Edge to prerecord the Security Area 
(C1.23) is the north side board egde. Once the Field Phone is eliminated in 
a LOCATION, it cannot be used there again until the end of the CG. An 
OBA module called by a Radio or Field Phone  can be chosen by a player 
and start its action on any turn of an ASL scenario

The distance of the artillery shot is the shortest distance in PATHs from the 
Artillery UNIT to the target LOCATION, except that for every angle < 90 

degrees (indicated with green circle symbols [     ] in the Operational Map) 
present in the route subtract 1 PATH from the sum. In addition to the 
normal roads/tracks, the green depiction between MLOCs Gabr_el_Ah-
mar_3 and Bir_Hafid_6, that has a value of 2 PATH,  may be used to 
calculate the distance for this purpose.   Every sum of contiguous “green 
circle” angles is always  a ≥ 90 degrees angle. Halfaya_South_17 and 
Halfaya_North_18 are treated as one MLOC to calculate the distance of 
the artillery shot. If an OBA module  from a given OBA UNIT is used by 
an Offboard Observer (i.e. an FFE is placed),  it cannot be called in another 
scenario in the same Operational Turn, but it may be directed by a 
Radio/Field Phone (if not still used with another OBA module used) in the 
same scenario (or vice versa). In this case the previous Fire Mission shall 
be cancelled and a new one will begin.
In some cases it is possible to combine more two OBA UNIT into an OBA 
Cluster, if they are all in SETUP mode in the same MLOC/Staging Area 
and if it is specifically permitted by a note in the OPERATIONAL FORCES 
CHART.  An OBA Cluster is treated exactly as a single OBA UNIT for all 
purpose, with the following exceptions. An OBA Cluster will have an 
increased strenght of the worst strenght between the OBA UNITs 
combined. Two Full Strenght OBA UNITs combined to form an OBA 
Cluster which is used as a single Full Strenght OBA module with Plentiful 
Ammunition and capable of firing Harassing Fire missions (C1.72) with 
2/3 of that  battery’s HE Concentration FP instead of 1/3. Two Half Streng-
ht OBA UNITs combine in an OBA Cluster which is used as a single Full 
Strenght OBA module. Two OBA UNITs no longer capable of OBA fire 
alone  combine in a OBA Cluster which is used as a single Half Strenght  
OBA module. Once an OBA Cluster has been used in an Operational Turn, 
the OBA UNITs that comprise it can only act as that OBA Cluster in that 
turn, and an OBA UNIT that was used alone in a given Operational Turn 
cannot be part of an OBA Cluster in that same turn.
Smoke use for OBA modules is limited, so a Smoke availability dr  ≤ the 
Smoke Depletion Number must be made each time the owner wish to 
Convert to a Smoke FFE:1 during an OBA mission. If that Smoke availa-
bility dr is < the Smoke Depletion Number, that OBA module is forced to 
use Smoke for that mission and can use Smoke also for further missions. If 
that Smoke availability dr equals the Smoke Depletion Number, that OBA 
module is forced to use Smoke for that mission, but runs out of Smoke 
ammunition for that module and may not use it again for the remainder of 
the scenario. If that Smoke availability dr is > the Depletion Number, that 
OBA module had no smoke ammunition for this mission nor for the 
remainder of the scenario, and the owner can choose to place only a SR or 
to Convert to a HE FFE:1. Smoke Depletion Numbers are indicated on the  
OBA Table for each class. Each Axis OBA UNIT that is in SETUP mode 
at CG start may have <= 2 Pre-registered hexes secretly recorded before 
CG start (Barrage is NA). These Pre-Registered hexes may be in one or 
two different MLOCs within the maximum range of the OBA UNIT’s 
artillery class, but not in SLOCs. Preregistered hexes are lost immediately 
and permanently when the related OBA UNIT changes status in the initial 
placement MLOC. Preregistered hexes can be used by an OBA Clusters 
only if both constituent UNITs are in SETUP in the same MLOC and both 
still have that hex as one of their Preregistered hexes. OBA missions 
execution in Halfaya_North_18 are NA.11

4.67 COUNTER BATTERY: An OBA UNIT may be used as a Counter 
Battery Module (“CBM”) instead of as an OBA module. This use of an 
OBA UNIT does not have an ammunition type, nor must it ever make an 
access draw. It never places an FFE, or affects on board or aerial units, and 
no Offboard Observer or Radio/Field Phone is used for a CBM. Instead, 
the CBM’s attack is used to affect the opposing side’s OBA capabilities.
The maximum number of CBMs for an OBA UNIT is two per day, regard-
less of the use of OBA modules (i.e. a maximum of two in the first nine 
Operational turns which comprise the first day of combat,  and a maximum 

of two in the following nine turns, second day of combat). Each time a 
CBM is used by a given OBA UNIT, it must be recorded on the OBA 
AVAILABILITY RECORD CHART. A CBM is considered used every time a 
CBM attack DR is taken in an ASL scenario, or when its drm is computed 
in an Alternative Combat Resolution (4.7). Whenever a CBM is used  a  

“CBM IN PLAY” counter is put on the OBA UNIT. When 
the ASL scenario ends, or after Alternative Combat Resolu-
tion, the counter is flipped on the “CBM EXECUTED” 
side. A CBM can be chosen by a player and start its action 
on any turn of an ASL scenario. There is not a maximum 

number of CBMs that can be used in a given LOCATION in an Operation-
al Combat Phase. Whenever a OBA UNIT uses a CBM, it cannot use an 
OBA module in the same Operational Turn, and viceversa. A CBM may 
attack an enemy OBA UNIT that is setup within the maximum range of the 
CBM UNIT. A CBM may attack, during an ASL  scenario, only after the 
opposing OBA UNIT has placed at least one FFE counter in that ASL 
scenario. After the opposing side has placed a FFE, a player may use a 
CBM to make an attack as his first Prep Fire Phase activity (CBM attacks 
are NA during the DFPh). As long as the CBM remains, the player may 
continue to make an attack in each Prep Fire Phase. A CBM DR never 
activates a Sniper. 
A CBM attack is conducted by making a DR on the following table:

DRM:
+1 Opposing side has placed exactly one FFE:1 counter 
-1  Opposing side has placed >= three FFE:1 counters
-1 CBM is from a Two Full Strenght OBA UNIT’s OBA Cluster
+1 CBM is from an Half-Strenght OBA UNIT
(a) Only applies to OBA modules that have placed a FFE 
(b) Any Original DR of 12 stops the CBM module itself until the end of the 
current ASL scenario.
(c) CBM owner’s choice if more than one applicable module

Any Original DR of 2 reduces (4.24) the lowest caliber enemy OBA 
module that have placed a FFE, CBM owner’s choice if more than one 
applicable module.

4.68 AIR SUPPORT: Each Air Support group may enter in play in one 
LOCATION where there is a combat in play / there will be a combat in the 
next Operational Combat Phase (i.e. while there is a chance that combat 
can be avoided in a given LOCATION this placement is NA). Air Support 
may be placed in a LOCATION in which enemy Air Support is already 
present only by rolling 2 or less on a dr made for this purpose; otherwise 
the Air Support must be placed in another LOCATION for that turn.  Air 
Support may enter only in the Operational Turn scheduled (i.e. it cannot be 
delayed) and must be removed at the end of the same Operational Turn. Air 
Support availability is given on each CAMPAIGN CHART. The model of 

aircraft and the presence of bombs is defined in the ORDER OF BATTLE 
CHART. An Air Support dr per E7.21 must be made to determine the 
number of aircraft the player receives.

4.7 ALTERNATIVE COMBAT RESOLUTION: In some cases, if both 
players agree, combat in a LOCATION can be resolved with an alternative 
method instead of playing the ASL scenario. This can be useful to speed up 
the CG and also if someone wants to try a CG (or CG part) with an 
operational level only. However, this method is not suggested for those 
desiring the best play balance.
Once the alternative method is chosen for a given combat, an ASL scenario 
cannot be used to resolve combat in that LOCATION until the alternative-
ly-resolved combat is definitively ended (i.e. UNITs from both sides are 
not present in the LOCATION at the beginning of an Operational  Turn and 
the Combat counter can be removed). 
The alternative combat method  costs  3 DVPs for each side. At the end of 
the Combat Resolution action, after all the eliminations of UNITs and of 
the ASL units due for new Reduced UNITs (see 4.24), each player (Axis 
player first) chooses from the opposing force which ASL units will be 
eliminated or combat reduced using the same limits and constraints listed 
in 4.24. If a player has no way of eliminating exactly 3 DVP from his 
opponent’s force (including through deploying squads, etc., per 4.24), he 
may increase this value to 4 DVP, then to 5 DVP, and so on, until he 
reaches the minimum number of DVP of which he may eliminate exactly 
that many from the opponent’s force
Each player makes one dr and use the following modifiers, given by the 
UNITs that make up his Force.

   

Add 1 for each COY UNIT (or if there are ≥ 2  PLT UNITs in a COY-equiv-
alent all with the same trait) Reduced/ Out of Fuel/ in Ammo Shortage 
(cumulative)

1. PLT UNITs do not, by themselves, add any drm to this roll [EXC: 
German 88 AA]. However, three PLTs may be combined into a COY-equiv-
alent [EXC: German 88 AA PLT may not be combined in this way]. A 
COY-equivalent may be composed of any type of PLT UNITs. If multiple 
cells in the table apply to a COY-equivalent, use the worst value (i.e., the 
one closest to zero).

2. A UNIT is considered MOVING or SETUP for this purpose only if 
Combat in that LOCATION begins in the current turn. In this case a UNIT 
is considered MOVING if it ended the Operational Movement Phase in 
MOVING mode and is considered SETUP if it ended the OMPh in SETUP 
mode.
Otherwise all UNITs are treated as  ENGAGED. 

3. Half Strenght OBA drm is -1. Each CBM gives a +1 drm, regardless of 

the Strenght.

The results are given by the (absolute) difference between the two Final 
drs according to the following table: 

On a result of “Reduced”, one or more UNITs of that side will be Reduced, 
chosen using Random Selection. On a result of “Eliminated/Reduced”, 
one or more UNITs of that side will be Eliminated and/or Reduced 
(perform Random Selection drs as normal. The UNIT(s) that rolled the 
highest value are eliminated. The UNIT(s) that rolled the second-highest 
value are Reduced.).   
At the end of a Combat if there are only UNITs of one side in the LOCA-
TION, those are in MOVING mode.

EX:       In the previous Operational turn, combat occurred in Point_203_11 
MLOC and players chose to adopt the Alternative Combat Resolution 

method. In the next Operational Movement Phase, the Axis player moves 
the “3/3” German UNIT into Point_203_11 MLOC. This movement is 
allowed since neither the movement limits (4.42) nor the stacking limits 
(4.26) for the Axis side are exceeded. The Allied player has three UNITs in 
Point_205_15 MLOC: “D/1/DLI”, “AT D/3RHA” and “2/A/4RTR”. Since 
there are already three COY UNITs and two PLT UNITs in Point_203_11 
MLOC, he can only move one of these three UNIT into Point_203_11. He 
chooses to move the INF UNIT. In the Operational Combat Phase, the 
players resolve the combat in Point_203_11 MLOC. No OBA or Air 
Support are involved. The Axis player has three PLT UNITs (one AFV 
MOVING and two INF/GUN ENGAGED),  so the COY-equivalent drm  
is -2 (the closest to zero).           The Allied player rolls a “2” with a drm of 
-7 (-4 [2* INF ENGAGED] + -4 [Matilda ENGANGED] + -1 [INF 
MOVING]) = -5. The Axis player rolls a “1” with a drm of -4 (-2 [INF 
ENGAGED] + -2 [COY-equivalent]) = -3. The difference between the 
rolls is therefore 2. In this case one or more of both sides UNITs will be 
Reduced using Random Selection. The Allied player rolls “5” for 
“1/A/4RTR”, “2” for “HQ/1/DLI”, “2” for  “C/1/DLI”, “2” for  “D/1/D-
LI”, “1” for  “AT 1/5/2/2”  and “5”  for  “Car1/1/DLI”. The Axis player 
rolls “1” for “Com/XII/8”, “2” for “7/II/62”, “4” for “Cc72/8” and “4” for 
“3/3”.  The Axis player will eliminate ASL units of his choice inside the 
Allied “1/A/4RTR” and “Car1/1/DLI” per 4.24 until DVPs of both UNITs 
are below their respective MID value. Then he will eliminate units with a 
total DVP of 3 from any of the Allied UNITS. The Allied player will 
eliminate ASL units of his choice inside  “Cc72/8” and “3/3” per 4.24 until 
DVPs of both UNITs are below their respective MID value. Then he will 
eliminate units with a total DVP of 3 from any of the Axis UNITS. 
REDUCED counters are put on top of the Reduced UNITs and the 
COMBAT PENDING (ALTERNATIVE) counter is flipped on the COMBAT 
PLAYED side.

4.71 ALTERNATIVE WITHDRAWAL RESOLUTION: In some cases,
a simplified method of resolving the withdrawal of UNITs is used.
When combat is resolved using the Alternative method (4.7), or whenever 
a unit withdraws due to failing a 1OTC due to being Outnumbered (4.44), 
Alternative Withdrawal Resolution must be used. This method follows the 
procedure given in 4.65 with the following differences:
-  Instead of taking enemy Unopposed Armor into account, INF/GUN 
UNITs with ≥ 1 enemy AFV UNIT(s) in the LOCATION can withdrawn 
only if there is a friendly AFV UNIT also in the LOCATION (withdrawing 
or not).
-  Actions from a) to k) of section 4.65 are not performed.
-  Instead of making DRs for each stack/vehicle in the ASL Map, a single 
dr is rolled for each withdrawing UNIT/Operational Stack on the follow-
ing table:

1 = Use Random Selection to determine which UNIT(s) within an Opera-
tional Stack are Reduced

ALTERNATIVE WITHDRAWAL drm:
-1 All Motorized
-1 Friendly  AFV COY-equivalent present in the LOCATION  (including 

c) Guns that do not end the ASL scenario towed/transported/carried 
dismantled and all Guns and SW malfunctioned/unpossessed will remain 
on the Map unpossessed. 

d) Guns/vehicles captured by the withdrawing side will remain on the Map 
unpossessed/Abandoned, and their inherent crews are eliminated  [EXC: if 
they can man another mobile AFV in the same hex]. 

e) Bogged/Mired/Immobilized/"Out of Gas”/Shocked/UK vehicles 
become Abandoned, otherwise maintaining their status [EXC: Shocked-
/UK status are removed], and their crews are eliminated. 

f) All Prisoners/friendly unarmed Personnel units are eliminated. 

g) Each Personnel/possessed SW/dismantled Gun not yet on a transport 
must be placed loaded onto a transport that is in the same hex it occupied 
at the end of the ASL scenario, when possible. Any of the withdrawing 
UNIT's vehicles capable of carrying, which is already on Map and/or had 
remained offboard may be used, placing them everywhere on Map to carry 
troops/transportable Equipment. Unarmed vehicles may be overstacked by 
5PP.   For this purpose, withdrawing UNITs (only) can share their vehicles, 
if they will withdraw using the same ENTRY. This sharing does not, in any 
way, qualify a Non-Motorized UNIT as Motorized, and the vehicles used 
in such way return to their own UNIT after Withdrawal.

If > one Personnel unit (not PRC; PRC follow the fate of vehicle in which 
they are transported) in the same Location wishes to Withdraw together, 
they may combine into one or more stacks; each stack and/or vehicle then 
makes its own DR on the Withdrawal table. Wrecks are never generated by 
Withdrawal results. An Original 2 DR results in Withdrawal and Heat of 
battle for eligible units (A15.); use Random Selection to determine the 
unit(s) affected in a stack [EXC: Any result other than Hero-Creation 
and/or Battle-Hardening results in Elimination of the unit(s).]. 

1 = Use Random Selection for a stack (Passengers and vehicles included). 
Vehicles are eliminated on a subsequent dr ≥ 4; CS DRs (D5.6) are made 
[EXC: inherent crews are eliminated]
2 = CS DRs (D5.6) are NA.

The Withdrawal DR is subject to the following DRM, based on the 
conditions at the end of the scenario, even if only a portion of the stack/ve-
hicle/Passengers force is qualified to use it.

WITHDRAWAL DRM:
+x (Armor-)Leader DRM (NA to Personnel Leader if alone)
-1 Hero
-1 Concealed 
-1 Vehicle
-1 CT AFV
-1 Friendly Unopposed Armor per A16.2 or Air Support (each)†
-1 Friendly Operational force ≥ 2 COY-equivalents greater than the enemy 
force present in the LOCATION (withdrawing UNITs included)

-1 if lone, unwounded, Personnel, not PRC SMC 
+1 Broken, stunned, Disrupted, Wounded (each)
+1 Enemy Unopposed Armor per A16.2 or Air Support (each) †
+1 Enemy force ≥ 2 COY-equivalents greater than the friendly force 
present in the LOCATION (withdrawing/withdrawn UNITs included) 
+1 distant ≥ 9 hexes from the nearest hex of the chosen ENTRY
+1 distant ≥ 18 hexes from the nearest hex of the chosen ENTRY
+1 Per HS-equivalent > one HS using the same Withdrawal DR*
+1 Per PP > IPC being carried *,#

+1 withdrawing along a route that is not a ROAD
+1 Melee
+2 Encircled *
+2 if it must trace a route through/adjacent ≥ one not-withdrawing-enemy 
occupied hex to reach hexes of the chosen ENTRY 
+2 Towed Gun

* NA to vehicle Withdrawal attempt
† Unopposed Armor/Air Support must have ended the ASL scenario 
present on board and in Good Order. Unopposed Armor may belong to a 
withdrawing UNIT.
#  not applicable to SW being transported by vehicle; unit with most excess 
PP determines this DRM for a stack; a stacked leader may combine to 
increase a MMC’s IPC

At the end of the Withdrawal (for the withdrawn ASL units):

h) A roll must be made for each wounded Leader per 4.64. 

i) Every broken unit is automatically rallied and every stunned AFV 
returns to normal (i.e. without the “+1” counter). 

j) All heroes are eliminated and all heroic Leaders, Fanatic and Berserk 
units  return in normal mode.

k) chapter 4.642  p) and q) actions are taken for each malfunctioned 
vehicular weapon.

A successfully Withdrawn UNIT is always in MOVING mode and can 
always move but not change mode  in the following Operational 
Movement Phase. After each successful Withdrawal is made (i.e. the 
UNIT is not eliminated) place the related UNIT counter in the proper new 
LOCATION in the Operational Map with a “WITHDRAWN” counter on 
it. All WITHDRAWN counters are removed at the end of the Operational 
Movement Phase.

4.66  OFFBOARD ARTILLERY (OBA):  Some GUN UNITs are able to 
make long range indirect artillery missions in LOCATIONs far from where 
they are placed, conducted using Offboard Artillery (OBA; C1.) rules. 
These OBA-capable GUN UNITs (”OBA UNITs”) have a numeric value 
on the OBA Range column in the OPERATIONAL FORCES CHART and an 
Italic orange number in the initial part of their names, indicating the caliber 
of the OBA generated. Each OBA UNIT begins the CG at capable of either 
Full-Strength OBA or Half-Strength OBA. Full OBA UNIT will attack 
with normal FP for the caliber indicated, Half OBA UNIT will attack with 
half of that battery’s HE FP. 

EX.: The {75 1/ I/132} Italian UNIT attacks with 6FP (7FP if the IIFT is 
used).

When an OBA UNIT is Reduced, its OBA strenght will decrease for the 
rest of the CG (i.e. a Full Strenght OBA UNIT becomes Half Strenght 
OBA, a Half Strenght OBA UNIT becomes No-OBA capable).

withdrawing UNITs) 
-1 Friendly Air Support present in the LOCATION
-1 Friendly force ≥ 2 COY-equivalents greater than the enemy force 
present in the LOCATION (including withdrawing UNITs)
+1 Enemy  AFV COY-equivalent present in the LOCATION  (including 
withdrawing UNITs) 
+1 Enemy Air Support present in the LOCATION
+1 Enemy force ≥ 2 COY-equivalents greater than the friendly force 
present in the LOCATION (including withdrawing UNITs) 
+1 At least one UNIT towing Guns
+1 withdrawing along a route that is not a ROAD.

This simplified procedure can also be adopted in place of the one described 
in section 4.65, if both players agree, but actions from a) to k) of section 
4.65 must be  performed.

4.8 OPERATIONAL CONTROL AND VICTORY CONDITIONS: 
Each MLOC is controlled by one side or the other. At the beginning of 
each Campaign Game all the MLOCs are controlled by the Axis. A side 
gains control of an MLOC if, at the end of an Operational turn, it has one 
or more COY-equivalents of UNITs in the MLOC, while his opponent has 
no COY-equivalentse.
Each side gains 2 VP at the end of Campaign Games for each MLOC it 
controls [EXC: Some MLOC award more VP as listed in the CG VICTORY 
TABLES].
Each AFV/Gun eliminated for any reason counts for determining DVPs. 
A26.222 is not applied, i.e. DVPs are awarded for a Gun or a vehicle 
eliminated, not just to be captured. Recalled vehicles do not count for 
determining DVPs. 

4.9 BA CAMPAIGN GAMES

4.91 BA CAMPAIGN GAME I: OPERATION BREVITY

Conceived by the commander-in-chief of the British Middle East 
Command, General Archibald Wavell, Brevity was intended to be a rapid 
blow against weak Axis front-line forces in the Sollum–Capuzzo–Bardia 
area of the border between Egypt and Libya. Wavell intended to create 
advantageous conditions from which to launch Operation Battleaxe, the 
main offensive that he was planning for June. Operation Brevity's primary 

objectives were to recapture the Halfaya Pass, to drive the enemy from the 
Sollum and Capuzzo areas, and to deplete Rommel's forces. A secondary 
objective was to advance toward Tobruk, although only as far as supplies 
would allow, and without risking the force committed to the operation. 
Brigadier William Gott was to lead the operation in the field, and his plan 
was to advance in three parallel columns. On the desert flank to the south, 
the 7th Armoured Brigade group was to move 30 miles from Bir el Khirei-
gat to Sidi Azeiz destroying any opposition encountered en route. In the 
centre, the 22nd Guards Brigade group was to clear the top of the Halfaya 
Pass, secure Bir Wair, Musaid, and Fort Capuzzo, and conduct a compa-
ny-sized probe toward Bardia. In the north, the "coast group" was to 
advance along the coast road, capturing the lower Halfaya Pass, Sollum 
barracks, and the town of Sollum. 

CG MAP:  All the  Operational Map is in play.

CG LENGTH: This CG covers all CG Dates from Turn 1 (15th May 7:00) 
to Turn 18 (16th May 19:00) [18 CG Dates]. Initial setup is simultaneous.

CG VICTORY CONDITIONS: Victory is determined at the Operational 
level. The side that has more VPs at the end of the Operational Game is the 
winner. VPs are gained in 2 way:

a) Per 4.8 and per the following table:

b) The side which has eliminated more DVPs of AFVs/Guns  at the end of 
the Operational Game gains 5 VPs [EXC: DVPs of crews are not includ-
ed]. For every 20 DVPs (FRD) of difference between the two sides, a 
further 5 VPs are gained by that side. 

AFTERMATH: Operation Brevity failed to achieve most of its objectives, 
succeeding only in retaking the Halfaya Pass. On 5 August, Oberst 
Maximilian von Herff, commander of 3. Aufklarung Abteilung of the 5. 
Leichte Division, commander in chief of the German defense in front of 
Operation Brevity, praised the Bersaglieri, who had defended Halfaya 
Pass "...with lionlike courage until the last man against stronger enemy 
forces. The greatest part of them died faithful to the flag."

Squadron alternated in flight over the moving column. The Guards 
followed the Bir el-Chreigat trail to Sidi Suleiman, then the 2/Scots Guards 
with the C squadron of the 4th Royal Tank Regiment  aimed at Halfaya, his 
first target, while the 2/Durham Light Infantry with squadron A headed 
toward Fort Capuzzo. The 7th Armored Brigade turned offshore, in the 
desert, to Sidi Omar: it aimed at Sidi Azeiz in order to cut off the retreat to 
the Von Herff group. The 2/Durham Light Infantry with squadron A of 
Matildas had passed the German stronghold of Nezuet el-Abeisi (Q206) 
without much difficulty and had headed towards the one of Fort Capuzzo, 
where he had begun the fight. 

CG MAP:  All the  Operational Map is in play [EXC: Post_12_4, 
Musaid_8, Sollum_9, Qalala_13, Halfaya_South_17, Halfaya_North_18, 
Staging_Area_C, Staging_Area_D , all the routes starting from them and 
SLOCs laying on these routes are not in play].

CG LENGTH: This CG covers CG Dates from Turn 1(15th May 7:00) to 
Turn 9 (15th May 19:00) [9 CG Dates]. Initial setup is simultaneous.

CG VICTORY CONDITIONS: Victory is determined at the Operational 
level. The side that has more VPs at the end of the Operational Game is the 
winner. VPs are gained in 2 way:

a) As per 4.8 and per the following table:

b) The side which has eliminated more DVPs of AFVs/Guns  at the end of 
the Operational Game gains 5 VPs [EXC: DVPs of crews are not includ-
ed]. For every 10 DVPs (FRD) of difference between the two sides, a 
further 5 VPs are gained by that side. 

AFTERMATH: The 3.  Aufklärungs Abteilung had also intervened. All 
the anti-tank guns, from 37 and 47, had to fire at 300-400 meters pointing 
to the tracks of the armored vehicles; to them were added pieces of 75, to 
whose grenades the servants had removed the primer to pierce the armor 
of the carts at short distances. As many as nine Matilda were immobilized 
because they were hit on the tracks or at the turret joint. Only two of them 
managed to enter the perimeter around the Fort with Durham infantry. The 
possession was however of short duration. In the meantime Von Herff 
(chief of the 3.  Aufklärungs Abteilung and of the entire Axis sector at the 
border) took the II/5. PzRgt. and headed at full speed towards Capuzzo. 
The battalion moved slightly towards the desert and then, from the west, hit 
Durham violently. The sudden entry into the field, behind him, of four 
Matildas kept in ambush by the commander of the 4th RTR failed to 
prevent Fort Capuzzo from being reconquered by 2 pm. Suddenly, around 
4 pm, the attackers inexplicably withdrew from the effort. Shortly after he 
arrived for the col. Montemurro the order to fall back on Bardia. Von Herff 
had decided to retire and with all the mobile forces resist in the area of Sidi 
Azeiz, awaiting the 8th Panzer regiment released by Tobruk and sent by 
Rommel as reinforcement. On the left, the 7th armored brigade had headed 
for Sidi Azeiz. He soon met a German patrol, then an armored formation. 

The impact was brief but intense. Eventually the brigade deemed it appro-
priate to repair towards the border.

5. BA OPTIONAL RULES

5.1 INTRODUCTION: The following rules are supplied for better 
realism in play and are applicable  to all CG and non-CG Brevity Assault 
scenarios. Athough their use is strongly suggested, the game played  
without their use has not a significant reduction of balance.

5.2 ROF: The colored dr of each IFT/TH  DR is lowered by 2 for Multiple 
ROF purpose (A9.2, C2.24). If Final colored dr is ≤ 0 the weapon has not 
retained the Multiple ROF.

5.3 GUN MALFUNCTION:  Any time a Gun makes a TH DR or or IFE 
DR that equals its B#, a subsequent dr is made to determine the effect on 
that Gun. Refer to the chart below for the result: 

drm:
+1 Intensive Fire
+1 Non-Qualified Use

A  Final  dr  that  is  Ammunition Depletion, results in that Gun having no 
more of that Ammunition type left (even if Special Ammunition, C8.). If 
the affected Gun only has one type of Ammunition  available (not consid-
ering Smoke, WP and IR Ammunition),  it  is  immediately under the effect 
of Low Ammo (D3.71). A Gun under Low Ammo and with only one type 
of Ammunition  available (not considering Smoke and WP Ammunition) 
that becomes affected by a further Ammunition Depletion result is instead 
eliminated (Disabled if vehicular).

5.4 MG MALFUNCTION:  Whenever  a  SW or a vehicular MG makes 
a fire attack IFT DR (or To Hit DR if firing as Ordnance) that is the  MG’s  
B#,  a  subsequent  dr  is  made  to  determine  if  the  MG  is Malfunctioned  
or  has  had  a  Jam.  A  MG  with  a  Jam  is marked with a “No Fire” 
counter which remains on the MG until the Jam is cleared or the MG 
Malfunctions. Refer to the following chart to determine the result:

drm:
+2 Sustained Fire
+1 Ammunition Shortages

A Malfunctioned MG repairs normally. A  MG  with  a  Stoppage  attempts  

4.92 BA CAMPAIGN GAME II:
HALFAYA-SOLLUM SECTOR

Reaching the top of the Halfaya Pass, the 22nd Guards Brigade group ran 
into heavy opposition from an Italian Bersaglieri infantry company of the 
8° Reggimento, Divisione Ariete, supported by anti-tank guns. This unit 
fought tenaciously, doing much to repair the poor impression Rommel had 
of his Italian allies. Opening fire upon the attacking British tanks, the 
Bersaglieri found their 47mm anti-tank guns to be unable to penetrate the 
armour of the Matilda infantry tanks. At 400 yards, the gunners shifted 
targets. Now aiming at the tracks and undercarriages, when the tanks 
raised up crossing low stone walls and rocks, seven tanks were disabled. 
The advance along the coastal road—which lacked tank support—was 
held up all morning by determined Italian resistance at the bottom of 
Halfaya Pass. 

CG MAP:  Only Musaid_8, Sollum_9, Qalala_13, Halfaya_-
South_17,Halfaya_North_18, Staging_Area_C, Staging_Area_D  and all 
the SLOCs between them are in play (see figure below).

CG LENGTH: This CG covers CG Dates of 15th May from Turn 1 (7:00) 
to Turn 5 (13:00) [5 CG Dates]. Initial setup is simultaneous.

CG VICTORY CONDITIONS: Victory is determined at the Operational 
level. The side that has more VPs at the end of the Operational Game is the 
winner. VPs are gained in 2 way:

a) As per 4.8 and per the following table:

b) The side which has eliminated more DVPs of AFVs/Guns  at the end of 
the Operational Game gains 5 VPs [EXC: DVPs of crews are not includ-
ed]. For every 10 DVPs (FRD) of difference between the two sides, a 
further 5 VPs are gained by that side. 

CG SSR1: A maximum of 1 OBA module and 1 CBM for each OBA 
UNIT are available.

AFTERMATH: At the cost of the seven Matildas, top of Halfaya Pass 
was taken by C Squadron 4RTR and G Company 2nd Scots Guards, and 
the brigade group pushed on towards the Bir Wair-Musaid road. At around 
08:00, it received the surrender of a large German-Italian camp, and by 
10:15 Bir Wair and Musaid had been taken in the face of limited opposi-
tion. Bottom of Halfaya Pass was finally achieved toward evening when S 
Company 2nd Rifle Brigade—supported by Australian anti-tank gunners 
fighting as infantry—overran the Italian positions taking around 130 
prisoners.

4.93 BA CAMPAIGN GAME III: 
CAPUZZO-SIDI AZEIZ SECTOR

Operation Brevity started in the early hours of May 15th. During the night 
the three tactical groups moved a short distance from the Axis positions. At 
dawn they moved to attack, while the fighter patrols  of the 274th RAF 

to  clear  the  Stoppage  during  the RPh as it would if the MG were 
Malfunctioned. Refer to the chart for the result:

drm:
+x Leadership factor of best participating leader
+1 Ammunition Shortages

GERMAN VEHICLE NOTES:

1. Horch Kfz 70
This heavy off-road passenger car was built 
by Horch in Zwickau and Ford Germany in 
Cologne, each using their own V8 engines. 
They were used mainly as tractors for light 

artillery (Kfz. 69) and AA guns (Kfz. 81) and as troop carriers (Kfz. 70).   
The game piece represents all these versions. Nearly 5,000 units were built 
in total. The cars had an empty weight of 3,300 kg (without four-wheel 
steering: 3,200 kg). This heavy type lost the four-wheel steering along with 
the mid-mounted spare wheels in 1940. Although it suffered from 
deficiencies as it was mainly criticized for its high weight, which in turn 
meant a high fuel consumption and led to many broken frames and suspen-
sions in the field, as well as a heavy steering, it appears to have been the 
most successful type of the standardized off-road passenger car program. 
Accordingly, production of this type ceased in 1941. 

 WGT: 3,5; BPV:12; Notes: N;† RF 1939 - 1940 (.9) 1941 (1.0) 1942 (1.2) 
1943+ (1.4)

2. 2cm Flak Horch 
Occasionally, a 2 cm Flak 30 ant-aircraft gun 
was placed directly on a platform on some 
Horch Kfz. 81 Flakkraftwagen. 800 rounds 
of 2 cm ammunition and a seven-man crew 

was carried.

WGT: 6; BPV:35; Notes: A, D, N; † RF 1941 (1.2) 1942 (1.3) 1943 (1.4)

3. SdKfz 10
The Sd.Kfz. 10 (Sonderkraftfahrzeug - 
special motorized vehicle) was a German 
half-track whose main role was as a prime 
mover for small towed guns, such as the 2 

cm FlaK 30, the 7.5 cm leIG, or the 3.7 cm PaK 36 anti-tank gun. It could 
carry eight troops in addition to towing a gun or trailer.  
The chassis formed the basis for the Sd.Kfz. 250 light armored personnel 
carrier. Approximately 14,000 were produced between 1938 and 1945, 
making it one of the most widely produced German tactical vehicles of the 
war. It participated in the Invasion of Poland, the Battle of France, the 
Balkans Campaign and fought on both the Western Front and the Eastern 
Front, in North Africa and in Italy.

WGT: 3; BPV:14; Notes: N; † RF 1939 - 1945 (1.0)

4. Quad FAT (b)
Most of the times the Germans captured 
British 18Pdr/25Pdr/17Pdr AT guns, they put 
their hands also on the Morris or Chevrolet 
towing vehicles combined (British Vehicle 

Note 80). 

WGT: 5; BPV:14; Notes: N;† RF 1941+ (1.5)

GERMAN ORDNANCE NOTES:

1. 8.76 cm FK270 (b) (British 25Pdr)
Germans captured many 25Pdr British guns 
(British Ordnance Note 13) both in France in 
1940 and during North African campaign 
and reused them as normal and coastal 

artillery. 3. Aufklarung Abteilung of the 5. Leichte Division used a 
captured battery of such guns from March 1941 in all the battles in which 
it was involved. Despite British-built the 8.76 cm FK270 does not suffer 
Captured-weapon penalties when German manned.

BPV:42; Notes: N;† RF 1941+ (1.5)

BRITISH VEHICLE NOTES:

1. 47/32 Portee
One application made by Australians for the 
captured Italian 47 mm AT guns was the 
Portee arrangement on British-built trucks. 
Their use was mainly in 1941 in North 

Africa. The game piece is treated as 2Pdr Portee with the following 
exception:
a) This truck starts each scenario Inherently carrying (not towing) a 47 AT 
Cannone da 47/32.
b) While thusly mounted, the 47 serves as the Portees MA and is treated as 
a ST (Slow Turret Traverse D1.32) Gun.
c) No any protection for the crew since there is no gunshield.
Despite its Italian-built MA, the 47/32 Portee does not suffer 
Captured-weapon penalties when British manned, but always use red To 
Hit numbers—as signified by “Red TH#s” on the counter

WGT: 4,5; BPV:34; Notes: H, N; † RF only Australian in Africa 2/41 - 
7/41 (1.1)

 
BRITISH ORDNANCE NOTES:

1. Cannone da 47/32 (i) 
Allied forces captured many Italian 47 mm 
AT  guns (Italian Ordnance Note 5) since 
Operation Compass. They were reused 
mainly by Australian forces in 1941 in North 

Africa. Despite Italian-built, the captured Cannone da 47/32 represented 
in this game piece does not suffer Captured-weapon penalties when British 
manned, but always use red To Hit numbers—as signified by “Red TH#s” 
on the counter.

BPV:29; Notes: A, C, N; † RF  1941 (1.1) 1942 (1.4) 

BREVITY ASSAULT Errata

31/08/2020

ORDER OF BATTLE CHART Italian - Page BA OB4 - UNIT Cc 106/7 
Infantry Crews are five instead of four

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 


